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Abstract
System in a package (SIP) allows integrated circuit (ICs) modules or other
components from different suppliers and technologies to be integrated into highly
functional products. This SIP could realize miniaturized and multifunctional systems
enabling emerging technologies like solid-state lightening (SSL), internet of things
(IOT), etc. Due to the limitations of wire bond ,flip chip and RDL’s on high topography
devices, Self-aligned Wafer Level Integration Technology (SAWLIT) based on PDMS
has been reported by H. Sharifi in 2007 [1]. In this thesis a novel polymer-based
SAWLIT and processing details are presented. Polyimide was chosen to be the
flexible substrate for interconnects due to its high bending stiffness, high thermal
and chemical stability, low dielectric constant and high mechanical strength. Two
prototypes, down-contact and up-contact, have been developed for packaging with
embedded cavities. Down-contact prototype utilizes isotropic plasma etching to
create cavities underneath the interconnects. A plasma isotropic under etch study
was carried out. The study includes the horizontal and vertical etch rates versus etch
time and mask width. In up-contact prototype, flexible interconnects were initially
fabricated on a sacrificial layer, then transferred to the device wafer with the help of
temporary wafer bonding techniques and conductive glue. For the up-contact
devices, prototypes were fabricated. Both liquid polyimide precursor and Kapton®
film were used to produce polyimide flexible substrates with transferrable
interconnect. Metal sheet resistance of such transferred interconnect were
calculated and measured after transfer to evaluate the feasibility. These prototypes
illustrate the potential of transferable interconnects to shorten the process time and
to reduce cost.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Electronic packaging is one of the major topics in microelectronic industry. It involves
in multiple technologies such as integrated circuit (IC) design, IC fabrication, material
analysis and reliability testing. Nowadays, two main packaging concepts have been
proposed, namely system on chip (SoC) and system in a package (SiP). Both concepts
package the ICs on a chip in different ways but suffer from several drawbacks such as
heat dissipation issue and interconnect fabrication problem, which is why wafer
scale integration (WSI) is designed to improve the interconnect problems in SiP.
SAWLIT technology is therefore proposed, to improve the relatively low yield of WSI.
In this introductory chapter, the integration and packaging approaches for
integrated circuits industry are presented at first. Then self-aligned wafer level
integration technology (SAWLIT) is introduced to improve the traditional integration
approaches. Finally, a brief review of the contribution to this project is illustrated.

1.1 Integration and wafer level packaging
Through the 50 years dominated by Moore’s law, the transistors have been
scaled down to 22 nm (by the time of writing) to obtain a better performance-tocost ratio of products, which induces an exponential growth of the semiconductor
market. This in turn also attracts more investments in semiconductor industries to
achieve further device scaling down. However, we are coming near the basic physical
limits of transistor scaling and the cost growth cannot allow merely Moore’s law
scaling anymore. So the “More than Moore” (MtM) concept is raised and it could
realize tighter integration of system level components at the package level (Fig 1.1.1)
[2] . More specifically speaking, MtM allows the non-digital functionalities of a
product, which provides its value in different ways but does not necessarily scale
according to Moore’s law, to integrate into the package (SiP) or onto the chip (SoC)
[2].
As stated above, there are generally two integrated circuit (IC) packaging
concepts, which are system on chip (SoC), where the overall system is integrated on
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a chip, and system in a package (SiP), where the system is integrated with different
individual packaged IC modules.

Fig 1.1.1 Combining Moore’s law and More than Moore [2]

For SoC technology, all the electronic elements of the system are integrated on
a single chip. This provides a greatly minimized and improved performance system
that might be massive produced. However, SoC technology requires a relatively high
non-recurring engineering (NRE) cost for its early development stage, long design
time because of the integration complexities, and long marketing time. Differently
from SoC where everything is integrated on a chip, SiP is composed of multiple
modules to build up a system on a substrate. SiPs mainly consist of four technology
categories: modules, stacked-die, multichip module (MCM) and 3D packaging.
Modules are packaged individual functional subsystem with integrated chips,
interconnects, passive or active components [3]. Stacked-dies packages are multiple
dies that are vertically packaged with interconnects on a laminate, ceramic or flex
substrate [4]. Similarly, MCMs regroup good bare IC chips directly onto a ceramic
package, since larger chips could not be produced with any acceptable yields on the
original silicon wafer [5]. The short interconnects between the chip can significantly
improve the noise. 3D packaging technology utilizes the above technologies and
mounts them in several layers above each other. Compared to SoC, Sip has a
potential to provide more integration flexibility, shorter time to market and lower
NRE cost. However, only a careful calculation of all costs including chip area, mask
costs, yield costs, test costs and package costs can determine the best solution for an
individual case.
With the rapid development of the IT and wireless communication industry, the
inquiry for cost effective and higher level integration has increased in all integration
areas including packaging. Wafer scale integration (WSI) offers a solution for such
requirements. WSI has been present for a long time, but now it appeared with new
techniques for the fabrication of fault tolerant circuit, which might lead to a
commercial success. This WSI technology introduces technologies such as direct
2

electron beam lithography, laser/electron beam direct-write-on-wafer, fuses, selfreconfiguration techniques, etc [6].
WSI builds up a highly integrated system on an entire silicon wafer. Through a
combination of large size and reduced packaging, it achieves cost advantages over
other technologies. The cost per area of a wiring layer on silicon is about 10 times
that of comparable packaging media. The wiring density achieved on silicon is about
1000 times higher than on printed circuit boards (PCB), which is why increasing wires
on chip is much more preferred rather than wires on board. Also, because the
interconnects are within the wafer itself, it avoids the maximum number (33%) of
failures that occur in devices at the chip-package interface caused by wire bonding,
gaining a high reliability of the system [7]. Moreover, as the long, noisy, power
consuming and slow interconnection wires are avoided, the signal delay gets
reduced drastically.
But, WSI still suffers from some weak points. It is known that heat will be
generated by the functioning bipolar, MOS or passive components. For a 4 inch
wafer with bipolar logic gates will generate more than 1000 W [7]. In bipolar WSI, it
has been found that water cooling and large metal heat sinks are the only solutions
for this heat dissipation and in MOS devices, forced air convection could prove
feasible too [6], which obviously needs further improvements. Furthermore, WSI
also lacks a high yield. It has been studied that economic feasible yields are achieved
when the defect density is less than 0.1 defects per cm2, which means that for
implementing 400,000 CMOS gates on a 3.5 inch wafer, 0.1 defects per cm2 could
affect 5,000 gates. Wafer scale integration could apparently increase the possibility
to have some defects which are lethal to the system [8]. Besides, the defect size
distribution, chip and elementary circuit area ratio also have an influence on the
yield [9].

1.2 Self-aligned wafer level integration technology (SAWLIT) and
Flexible interconnects
Among the previously mentioned packaging technologies, interconnect is
playing an important role. Well-designed interconnects can largely minimize the
integrated size, and improve performances by optimizing the noise issue. Current
available chip-to-package interconnects technologies wire bond and flip chip. For
some integrated circuit packages, redistribution layer (RDL) technique is used as an
extra metal layer on the chip to make the IO pads available in other locations as well.
However, their limitations have become obstacles for packaging improvements.
Wire bonds connect the IO pads on the devices to the corresponding pins on the
packages with gold or aluminum. This bonding process includes high pressure and
utilizes ultrasonic energy. Wire bonding has the advantage of high reliability, high
interconnect density and high flexibility. However, it not only has high dynamic
power dissipation, electromagnetic interference as well as long signal delay due to
the long interconnects, but also has parasitic inductances and could cause cracks and
adhesion loss due to its force exerted on the bond pad area during the bonding
process. Flip-chip technology packages devices by attaching the active surfaces to
the carrier substrate surface. In this way, flip-chip technology provides the shortest
interconnection in all the chip-to-package interconnect technologies. The reliability
3

of this technology is highly dependent on the interconnect layout design, substrate
metallization and underfill material. Moreover, it has serious heat dissipation
problems and voiding & cracking related reliability issues [10]. For manufacturing
redistribution layers during packaging, it also has its difficulties when it comes to
high topography. Redistribution layer can be applied above bond pad level to create
more space for the bumps and make it possible to use the entire die area for
bonding [11]. As presented in Fig 1.2.1, the redistributed layer was first fabricated on
the substrate, then a dielectric layer was deposited to encapsulate the substrate and
redistributed layer. The dielectric, however, is highly rutted and uneven. Therefore,
the high topography for interconnects with uneven density will affect resolution due
to the different depth of focus [12].

Fig 1.2.1 Patterning problem of RDL on high topography devices [12]

Due to all the limitations discussed above, self-aligned wafer level integration
technology (SAWLIT) is developed based on the packaging concepts. SAWLIT utilizes
substrate such as silicon wafer as the packaging material. The interconnects and
passive components are manufactured on the substrate before the packaging
process with standard micro-fabrication technologies such as lithography, etching
and lift-off. Therefore, it avoids the problems experienced by wire bonding and flipchips [10].
In 2007, an improved WSI concept, self-aligned wafer level integration
technology (SAWLIT), was proposed by Sharifi H [1]. As presented in Fig 1.2.2,
different heterogeneous functional modules such as 3D inductors, CMOS RFIC and
GaAs chip were tightly settled on a substrate with each other. Instead of using other
chip-to-package interconnect technologies like wire bonding or flip-chip, SAWLIT
fabricated interconnects with photolithography, therefore, highly dense and very
narrow (25 µm) metal interconnects can be realized. The reduced IO pad
dimensions, from 35 µm x 35 µm for wire bonding to 25 µm to 25 µm for the
improved SAWLIT, can achieve a higher interconnect density after optimization. The
passive components such as inductors and capacitors for RF IC could also be placed
on the holding substrate. By using high resistivity silicon holding substrate, the
quality of the passive components can be improved, which would in turn lead to a
better performance for the RF IC. Moreover, as the passive components are
4

removed from the RF IC to the holding substrate, the size of the RF IC can also be
extremely reduced. The dynamic power consumption in digital or RF system is highly
dependent on the total IO and wiring capacitance. As interconnects in SAWLIT were
highly integrated and IO pad areas were reduced due to utilizing the narrow
interconnects, the total dynamic power consumption of the system was lowered
with it. Besides, SAWLIT provides more flexible possibilities in system operating. As
the passive components and IC chip are separated, different IC chips or passive
component modules can be used as various combinations to realize diverse system
functions. It is also possible to suppress the manufacturing process for SAWLIT in one
batch run, so as to reduce the system cost. Now the chips and components are
separated, the reliability and yield is relying more on the yield of individual chips
rather than the integration process itself.

Fig 1.2.2 SAWLIT concept for a wireless transceiver system [1]

Sharifi H has also presented his research on SAWLIT fabrication process with
poly di-methyl-silicone (PDMS) shown in Fig 1.2.3. High-resistivity silicon wafer was
chosen as the carrier substrate to match the mechanical and thermal characteristics
of the silicon active chips. Deep reactive ion etcher (DRIE) was used to etch fitting
cavities to place the active chips in. Afterwards, this etched carrier substrate was
attached to a handling silicon substrate with photoresist as adhesive and a sacrificial
layer for further processing convenience. Active chips were then placed upside down
in the corresponding DRIE cavities (Fig 1.2.3 (a)). Next, PDMS was dispensed and
cured to fill in the gaps that around active chips in the cavities to fix the embedded
chips (Fig 1.2.3(b)). After the PDMS polymerization, the carrier substrate with the
fixed active chips was released from the handling wafer by removing the sacrificial
photoresist with a rinsing in acetone. SU-8 photoresist was deposited on the top
surface for planarization (Fig 1.2.3 (c)). Finally, passive components such as resistors,
capacitors and inductors along with interconnects were fabricated on the carrier
substrate with standard micro-fabrication technologies such as lithography, etching
and lift-off.
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Fig 1.2.3 SAWLIT fabrication process with PDMS. (a) Disparate active chips are placed on the handling
silicon substrate upside down. (b) PDMS is applied to fill the cavities for chips. (c) Handling silicon
substrate is removed and SU-8 photoresist is deposited on the top surface for planarization. (d)
Passive components are embedded with standard microfabrication process.

Besides SAWLIT, significant processes has been made in the development of
flexible electronic systems in recent years. Flexible, together with stretchable
electronics have gained considerable interest due to low weight, low cost, and a
variety of form factors. Flexible interconnects are then investigated by many
researchers.
Mechanically flexible interconnects (MFIs) have also been developed for wafer
scale integration. MFIs are wafer-level fabricated flexible interconnect structures
that have very high compliances. HS Yang and MS Bakir have reported their work of
designing and manufacturing a tapered flexible interconnect structure with curved
beam in 2010 [13]. These flexible interconnect structures (Fig 1.2.4) could vertically
integrate CMOS and MEMS devices and high density and high performance
interconnections can be achieved.

Fig 1.2.4 a) MFI b) MFI with a polymer ring c) MFI with polymer ring and solder ball [13]
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YH Joung and MG Allen fabricated their flexible free-standing and no-underfill
interconnects in a CMOS-compatible surface micromachining technology directly on
a silicon wafer(Fig 1.2.5)[14]. These highly flexible interconnects act like springs
when thermally and mechanically loaded, which is why they can be used to deduce
thermal or bonding-induced stresses and resulting in improved reliability.

Fig 1.2.5 Photomicrograph (a) and scanning electron micrograph (b) of fabricated surface
micromachined flexible interconnect structures [14]

To sum up, although wafer scale integration (WSI) avoids traditional chip-topackage interconnect such as wire bonding and flip-chip by directly fabricating
interconnects on the wafer substrate, WSI still suffers from low yield. Self-aligned
wafer level integration technology (SAWLIT) separates the functional IC chip and
passive components, realizing a heterogeneous integration with PDMS, increasing
the total general yield but more on relying the reliability and yield of individual
heterogeneous integrated chips. If a package is available to combine SAWLIT with
flexible interconnects, great enhancement in performance can be then expected for
wafer level packages.

1.3 Contribution to the project
In Sharifi H’s work of SAWLIT, PDMS was used to fill in the cavities and to fix the
active chips. PDMS is a polymer that can only survive under 200 °C. Therefore, any
processing procedure or operating temperature exceeding 200 °C would not be
applicable for PDMS. Polyimide can stand up to 597 °C, which obviously has a higher
temperature tolerance compared to PDMS. The mechanical strength of cured
polyimide is also much higher (260MPa) [15] than PDMS, which means better
reliability for interconnects. However, polyimide is more difficult to handle in
processing.
In this thesis work of polymer-based flexible interconnect fabrication for wafer
scale heterogeneous integration, two prototypes are presented to introduce novel
7

interconnect fabrication concepts for heterogeneous integration. One is the downcontact prototype and the other is up-contact prototype. For the down-contact
prototype (Fig 1.3.1), under etching characteristic of isotropic plasma dry etching is
utilized to form the cavities for embedded devices after the aluminum interconnects
with polyimide as insulator. The polyimide encapsulated aluminum interconnects are
designed into figure structures so as to achieve the under etched cavities. The
devices can be connected to the interconnects by conductive glue, and fixed in the
cavities.

Fig 1.3.1 Cross section of down-contact prototype

Down-contact prototype (Fig 1.3.2) is realized with a method of interconnect
transfer. Polyimide encapsulated aluminum interconnects are fabricated on a
sacrificial layer (poly propylene carbonate) on the transfer wafer first, then the
interconnect structures are transferred to the device wafer with temporary wafer
bonding technology. To verify the theory of this prototype, the cavities and
components on the device wafer are simplified into aluminum interconnects to
prove the transferred interconnects from transfer wafer can have an electrical
connection to the interconnects on the device wafer. In this prototype, both
polyimide precursor, which needs a curing step, and Kapton® polyimide film is used
for the polyimide insulator.
The main proposal of this project is to demonstrate the feasibility of
manufacturing interconnects for SAWLIT with plasma under etching and the
previously described transferred interconnect method.

Fig 1.3.2 Cross section of up-contact prototype
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In this thesis, the related material and supportive technologies are introduced
firstly in chapter 1 and 2. Then, the detailed descriptions, design and fabrication
process of the two prototypes for SAWLIT flexible interconnect fabrication are
described in chapter 3 and 4. Each design and test result will be presented separately
followed by the complete process flow. The final chapter will summarize the project,
discuss the obstacles that were met during the design and fabrication and present
suggestions for further development.

9

Chapter 2
Materials
Adhesive temporary wafer bonding polymers could realize a temporary bonding with
polymer layer first, then the polymer layer can be transferred after the de-bonding is
performed, which is an key process for this thesis work. Polyimide is a polymer
which is widely applied as flexible substrate due to its high bending stiffness, high
thermal and chemical stability, low dielectric constant and high mechanical strength.
Both commercially available cured polyimide film, and polyimide precursor were
investigated in this project. For transferring the polyimide based flexible
interconnects with temporary wafer bonding, different sacrificial materials were also
compared and studied. Poly propylene carbonate (PPC) was chosen in this project,
with advantages of higher decomposition temperature and few residues after
removal process.
This chapter introduces the a brief review of adhesive temporary wafer bonding
technology first, polyimide including polyimide thermal curing mechanism and
process method are then illustrated. Finally, different sacrificial materials have been
explored.

2.1 Adhesive wafer bonding & Temporary wafer bonding
It is a very essential process technology to bond two wafers or substrates
together in integrated circuits (IC) and micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS). The
main applications of wafer bonding are producing silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
substrates and packaging [16-18]. Wafer bonding includes different kinds of
techniques such as direct bonding, anodic bonding, metal bonding, adhesive bonding,
etc [18]. Among which, adhesive bonding has been performed in our processing.
For all bonding technologies, there is one basic theory to follow, which is, when
two materials are brought to sufficiently close contact, they would bond to each
other. The bond between the atoms or molecules of one material and that of another
material can be classified into four types, which are Covalent bonds, Van der Waals
bonds, Metallic bonds and Ionic bonds. Covalent bonds and Van der Waals bonds are
two main bond mechanisms in most of the wafer bonding. Metallic bonds only occur
in metals and ionic bonds only happen in ionic materials [19].
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For adhesive bonding, a polymer layer is used as an adhesive layer to hold the
two surfaces of the different wafers. Like other bonding techniques, adhesive
bonding also follows the basic theory that after the atoms or molecules of the
materials are brought close enough (less than 0.5nm is needed for adhesive bonding),
a well bond is achieved. The polymer adhesives are usually in a liquid or semiliquid
state during some period of bonding process, wetting the surfaces and achieve a
good bonding status. Therefore, wetting the surface of the polymer is of great
importance in adhesive bonding. Fig 2.1.1(b) shows a drawing that the surface is not
wetted and to the contrast, Fig 2.1.1(c) shows a wetted surface. Whether the surface
can or cannot be wetted is decided by the surface energy of the surface and the
liquid [20]. Surface energy, also known as interface energy, quantifies the disruption
of intermolecular bonds that occur when a surface is created. It is a result of
unbalanced cohesive forces at the material surface [20].

Fig 2.1.1 (a) Two macroscopically flat solid surfaces, (b) boundary layer of a solid surface and a liquid
that is not wetting and (c) one that is wetting the surface [20]

Several polymers such as epoxies, photoresists and polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) have been proposed for adhesive wafer bonding. Table 2.1 lists for
commonly used polymers for adhesive wafer bonding [21-26]. Wafers are usually
not permeable to gases or liquids, so any generated gases or liquid will be trapped
between the wafers as voids in the end, which will drastically reduce the bonding
strength. This generation of gases or liquids could come from the solvent that is
used for adhesive material, or from chemical reaction. Thus, the solvent of the
adhesive material should be carefully selected, along with a proper soft baking time
and temperature after coating so that all the solvent can be removed [21, 27]. Also,
many polyimide produce water during their curing stage (under high temperature) ,
so it is highly recommendable to complete curing stage before wafer bonding. In
short, it is of vital importance that as less as possible of volatile substances are
produced during the adhesive wafer bonding process [21, 28].
Table 2.1 Four commonly used polymers for adhesive wafer bonding

Polymer adhesives

Features
 Thermoplastic material

Photoresist

 Hot melt
 Void formation in the bonding surface
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 Weak bond
 Thermosetting and thermal plastic material
Polyimide

 Thermal curing and hot melt
 Void formation during imidization process
 Bonding with patterned films
 Bonding with patterned films

Poly Propylene
Carbonate(PPC)

 Can be thermally removed without residue
 Temporary bonding applicable
 Thermosetting material
 Thermal curing

Benzocyclobutene (BCB)

 High yield on wafer scale
 Very strong, chemically and thermally stable bond
 Bonding with patterned film

Contaminations on the bonding surfaces can severely reduce the degree of
wetting of a surface, which would affect the bonding strength. These contaminations
could be organic molecules or condensed moisture or even dust particles. Therefore,
cleaning procedures are necessary to carry out to control the surface cleanness [29].
Normal cleaning procedures used today are using solvents, strong acids or plasma.
Pretreatment for surface with some adhesion promoters, such as primer, can
improve the wetting significantly. These promoters contain a very thin coating of a
few monolayers that can bond very well to the surfaces, which enhance the bonding
reliability of the polymer adhesives. As different materials need specific promoters,
suppliers of the materials often would recommend specific promoters for their own
usage; some suppliers would mix the promoters with the materials before they
deliver them, such as polyimide from Fujifilm [15].
Adhesive wafer bonding technology can also be applied for temporary wafer
bonding. It has been an emerging technology to handle fragile silicon wafers
(thickness under 50 µm or with through silicon vias) to enable 3D integration. One
proposal is to temporarily bond a thick carrier wafer to the fragile device wafer with
adhesive wafer bonding technology. The bonded wafers can go on other continuous
processing steps. The thin device can be debonded from the sacrificial adhesive layer
on the carrier wafer when the processing is accomplished [19, 21, 30]. Different
polymers including photoresist, thermoplastics and poly propylene carbonate (PPC)
has been studied for the use of adhesive temporary wafer bonding[30, 31]. The
adhesive material needs to be mechanically and chemically stable enough to go
through the whole fabrication process.
Several debonding methods for temporary wafer bonding have also been
reported. One way is to use adhesive polymers that have relatively lower melting
12

point. The bonded wafers with this kind material can be elevated to a certain
temperature, at which the adhesive softens and becomes liquid. Then the device
wafer can be released from the carrier wafer by sliding off [32-35]. Another method
is to use a sacrificial material, such as PPC introduced in Section 2.3.1, to fabricate a
sacrificial adhesive layer. The debonding step is realized by removing the sacrificial
layer thermally or with solvents according to its characteristic [36]. Some commercial
photo-sensitive tapes for temporary wafer bonding have also been developed by
companies like 3M™.

Fig 2.1.2 fabrication flow for tempory wafer bonding with ElectRelease electrochemical polymer
adhesive. (a) Metal deposition. (b) ElectRelease material spin on. (c) Bonded wafer stack after
adhesive bonding of the aluminum coated device wafer. (d) Photograph of the bonded stack showing
the electrical contact area of the device wafer which is exposed at the carrier wafer flat. [32]

H.K. Gatty and S. Schroder have presented their research of temporary wafer
bonding using an electrochemically active polymer adhesive, known as ElectRelease
H23 (EIC laboratory, USA) in 2014 [32]. This adhesive combining with aluminum parts
can realize debonding with a typical voltage in the range of 10-50 V and a current
density of 1 mA/cm2 [37, 38]. The debonding is accomplished by the electrochemical
decomposition mechanism at the anodic surface [39, 40].

2.2 Flexible substrate: Polyimide
Polyimides are widely used due to their thermal stability as well as high
mechanical strength. These characteristics are highly suitable for applications in
aerospace, micro-electronics and packaging industries. A novel usage of polyimide
on microelectronics is to produce flexible MEMS devices, flexible substrate for
transistors and transferred interconnect.
S.Y. Xiao and L.F. Che [41] have reported a novel and cost-effective fabrication
process for an 8 x 8 MEMS temperature sensor array with a lateral dimension of 2.5
mm x 5.5 mm on a polyimide flexible substrate. As shown in Fig 2.2.1, the arrayed
temperature sensing elements are made of 1200 Å sputtered platinum thin film on
13

polyimide substrate. A spin-coated PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) interlayer between
the silicon carrier and the polyimide substrate is introduced to make the polyimide
substrate separate easier from the silicon carrier. This novel flexible MEMS
technology can benefit the development of other new polyimide-based devices.

Fig 2.2.1 Fabricated temperature sensor samples on spin-coated liquid polyimide substrate[41]

In 2015, Haoyu U. Li and Thomas N. Jackson [42] presented ZnO thin-film
transistors (TFTs) fabricated on solution-cast thin polyimide flexible substrates as
shown in Fig 2.2.2. The TFTs fabricated on thin polyimide substrates have very
similar characteristics to devices fabricated on glass substrates, these results
demonstrate solution casting of thin polymer layer substrates as a simple path to
oxide semiconductor flexible electronics.

Fig 2.2.2 (a) ZnO TFT with bottom gate, top contact structure; (b) optical micrograph of a ZnO TFT on a
polyimide substrate; (c) 4.8 μm thick flexible polyimide substrate wrapped around a finger.[42]

2.2.1 Two-step method for polyimide synthesis
The two step poly (amic acid) process is the most practical procedure in
polyimide synthesis. The two steps simply include: 1) a reaction of a dianhydride and
a diamine at a certain condition in the specific solvent such as N-methyl-2pyrrolidone to achieve the related poly amic acid; 2) the poly(amic acid) is cured at a
specific condition (e.g. high temperature) to the final polyimide. Although simple as
it seems, the two step process includes several reactions that are highly correlated
with a lot of factors including temperature, reacting time, pressure ect [43]. The
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coming discussion will involve several key parameters that play important roles in
this synthesis.
(A) Poly (amic acids) Formation
The poly amic acid starts to form when a dianhydride and a diamine are in a
dipolar aprotic solvent, such as N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone. This reaction is caused by a
nucleophilic attack of the amino group on the carbonyl carbon of the anhydride
group along with proton transfer[44]. Fig 2.2.3 shows this reversible reaction. The
forming rate is affected by the concentration and the kind of the reagents as well as
the property of the solvent [45].

Fig 2.2.3 Poly (amic acids) formation reaction [45]

This reaction generates heat so it is better to keep it at lower temperatures to
decrease the reverse reaction rate of the polymerization[46]. It is important as well
to remove water from the polymerization of poly amic acid and the solvent in order
to keep a well-defined poly amic acid molecular weight. The dianhydride will
hydrolyze and form the diacid when water appears which will largely decrease the
reaction rate [46]. Also, water will enhance the reverse reacting rate. The removal of
water can be done by slowly heating up or chemically induced addition reagents.
(B) Thermal Imidization of Poly (amic acids)
Mostly, the poly amic acids are spin coated on a substrate and are desired to be
converted into a film form eventually. Thermal imidization is the most commonly
used way to achieve this process. There are mainly two ways to complete this
thermal imidization [47-49]. One way is to heating up gradually to a desired
temperature which depends on the characteristics of the polyimide and keeps this
temperature for normally 2 or 3 hours. Take Durimide 115A from Fujifilm for
example, its curing requires 400 °C for 2 hours [50]. Another way is to heat up to a
certain temperature and keeps it for 1 hour, then rise to a higher temperature and
keep for 1 hour, another more round if necessary. For CT4112 from KYOCERA, it
requires 1 hour at 80 °C, then 1 hour at 120 °C and 180 °C for 1 hour in the end. The
product of the cross linking reaction, water, is evaporated during the processing,
which enhances the reaction as stated before.
However, time and temperature are not the only key parameters. The
imidization is more preferably to react in more concentrated poly amic acids
solutions, especially during the first and internal stages and it is promoted by the
residual solvent in the later stage. The residual solvent provides more chain mobility
by plasticize the film. It also allows the favorable conformation for cyclization of the
amic acid group.

2.2.2 Polyimide process
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Polyimides are chosen in this project as flexible substrates and insulator for
interconnects. In the process, polyimide was coated on the wafer firstly as a flexible
substrate. Interconnects were then fabricated on polyimide and transferred by wafer
bonding technology. Durimide 112A from Fujifilm was chosen firstly, and then
Kapton® film from Lohmann was introduced to help lessen the shrinkage problem.
The property and processing about these two materials are introduced below.
(A) Process with Durimide 112A
Durimide 112A is a self-priming, non-photosensitive poly amic acid formulation
which needs a curing step to become the polyimide. Fig 2.2.4 shows the molecular
structure of the poly amic acid. The cured polyimide film has a relatively high tensile
strength at break (260 MPa) and high Young’s modulus (3.3 GPa), which shows a
reliable property to be the package of the interconnects.

Fig 2.2.4 Molecular structure of poly amic acid Durimide 112A

To process Durimide 112A, it is usually spin coated on the wafer first. The
thickness of the film is related to the spin speed, the uniformity and flatness is
affected by the spinning time. Fujifilm has provided the spin speed curves as shown
in Fig 2.2.5. The uncured polyimide can be patterned with positive photoresist. The
positive photoresist is coated on the soft baked polyimide and exposed with
expected pattern after prebake. Then a developer contains TMAH is used to develop
photoresist and etch polyimide in the meantime. After the patterning, the
photoresist is stripped with a solvent rinse, such as NMP or ethanol. Last, the
polyimide is cured in a vacuum oven at 400 °C under the protection of Nitrogen [50].

Fig 2.2.5 Durimide 112A spin speed curves [50]

Due to the property and disadvantage of this polyimide, more attention has to be
paid to. An under etch of 20 µm per side of the structure has been observed after
developed by 1.5% TMAH for 1 min 20 s (film thickness 2.4 µm). So the under etch
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problem should be taken into consideration during designing and more proper
developer should be tested. The solvent for photoresist stripping should also be
carefully chosen. Acetone, for example, will damage the uncured polyimide,
resulting in severe damage of the uncured polyimide and increase the roughness of
the surface.
As introduced before, Durmide 112A is a self-priming polyimide which has a
good adhesion to silicon substrate so that only the thickness of the film shrinks after
thermal cure. However, its adhesion to the polymers (poly propylene carbonate for
example) shows otherwise. Polyimide that coated on poly propylene carbonate (PPC)
and cured shows obvious shrinkage in the horizontal dimension. This leads to a lot of
winkles on the surface of the film which in return diminishes the reliability of devices
that printed on the film. This problem can be eased by removing the edge of the
polymer and letting the polyimide clamping to the edge of the wafer after spin
coating. The result, however, is not as good as expected. The film usually breaks
easily on the edge of the polymer because of too much shrinking stress applied on
the film. As PPC is required as a thermal sacrificial layer, we move to Kapton® film to
avoid this shrinking problem. More discussion about polyimide shrinkage will be
carried out in Section 5.
(B) Process with Kapton® film
Kapton® film has a series of characteristic, which is suitable for lots of
applications in lots of industrial fields. It shows a good chemical resistance, no known
organic solvent has been found for the film and it also has a high burning point,
which opens even more possibilities for wide temperature range application.

Fig 2.2.6 Kapton® film attached to a 4 inch wafer with lithography patterned Aluminium interconnects

Kapton® from Lohmann is a premade cured polyimide film that can be
processed directly without thermal curing step, which solves the shrinkage problem
of Durimide 112A. In order to make it CMOS compatible, Kapton® film is attached to
a wafer with the adhesive sacrificial material PPC (shown in Fig 2.2.6). Interconnects
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or circuits can then be printed on the film, after the PPC sacrificing, the film can be
peeled off to achieve a flexible circuit. With a layer of Al mask, the Kapton® film can
also be patterned by dry etch, with a recipe that plasma combination of SF6: O2 = 10:
85. The etching rate is largely depended on the etching power.

Fig 2.2.7 Surface of patterned Kapton® film and interconnects

The flatness of the Kapton film is, however, not as stable as spin-coated
Durimide 112A. As shown in Fig 2.2.7, the black dots in the picture not only indicate
some bubbles on the film surface, but also include some gibbous dots whose height
vary from less than 1 µm to 6 µm. Such unflattens could largely diminish the
reliability that printed on the Kapton film. However, the gibbous dots and uneven
surface can be lessened by a pre-plasma wafer uniform etching.

2.3 Sacrificial material
Sacrificial material has been chosen to realize temporary wafer bonding. The
sacrificial material is in between the wafers during the bonding, and after removing
the sacrificial material, the wafers can be de-bonded. Three different kinds of
sacrificial materials have been studied. Poly propylene carbonate (PPC) is a thermal
sensitive polymer which starts to decompose at a certain temperature. Poly acrylic
acid (PAA) is usually used to create water-soluble sacrificial layer. Nickel has low
adhesion to silicon surface, so that any structure that created on Nickel layer can be
peeled off. This section introduces these three sacrificial materials.

2.3.1 Thermal Sensitive: Poly propylene carbonate (PPC)
Poly propylene carbonate (PPC) is an environmental friendly copolymer, which is
a product of the polymerization of carbon dioxide and propylene oxide at under high
pressure in the presence of organometallic catalyst (Fig 2.3.1). PPC decomposes in a
form of chain scission and unzipping mechanisms [51]. As the cyclic monomer
thermodynamically favored over the straight-chain polymer, the main thermal
decomposition mechanism is chain unzipping during the low temperature range. At
higher temperature, chain scission becomes dominant. PPC is an ideal sacrificial
material for microelectronics due to the fact that it has rather little residue after the
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sacrificing and needs no further step for cleaning [52]. The decomposition properties
can also be affected by adding additives. Such as adding a photo acid generator
(PAG) could adjust the decomposition temperature [50].

Fig 2.3.1 PPC as the product of polymerization of PO and CO 2 [51]

As a result, PPC has been widely used to create gaseous voids in the researches.
E. Uzunlar and Paul A. Kohl have reported producing air-gaps with PPC in 2014. Fig
2.3.2 gives a brief processing flow [53]. PPC was first dissolved in gammabutyrolactone (GBL) and coated on the bare device (Fig 2.3.2 a-b). The overcoat
material, Cyclotene 4026, was used to pattern PPC first, and then encapsulate PPC
(Fig 2.3.2 c-g). Finally, PPC was decomposed at 280 °C for 2 hours and an
encapsulated air-gap is formed. This technique can be utilized as a means of
packaging.

Fig 2.3.2 Cross-sectional schematic of air-gap processing flow [53]

As the thermal processing window overlaps with polyimide, it is compatible to
process with polyimide. Pure PPC solid is directly ordered from Sigma. Fig 2.3.3
presents a dynamic thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) at 1 °C/min of pure PPC from
Sigma done by Applied Science Faculty, TU Delft. The decomposition takes place
from 80 °C and keeps in a lower rate till 210 °C. The decomposition rate rises
dramatically from 210 °C and as PPC gets less, the decomposition rate gets slower.
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Fig 2.3.3 Dynamic TGA at 1 °C/min showing the decomposition property of PPC solid from Sigma

To make 20 wt% PPC solutions, PPC solid was firstly weighed and dissolved in
Gamma-butyrolactone (GBL) first. The dissolving usually takes around 72 hours so a
magnetic stirrer is used to keep stirring. 20 wt% PPC solutions are sticky transparent
liquid, which should be kept in brown bottle avoiding high temperature. The 3 µm
PPC sacrificial layer was formed by spin coating, with a starter speed of 700 rpm for
15 s, then 1000 rpm for 45 s to form the thickness, and 2000 rpm for 10 s to flatten
the layer. The layer then went to soft bake at 100 °C for 5 min to stabilize its form.
Another hard bake at 180 °C for 2 hours was needed to evaporate the solvent (GBL)
out of the layer, which was to prevent any affects from GBL in the future processing.
After the hard bake, the PPC sacrificial layer was ready for the further processing.

2.3.2 Water Soluble: Poly Acrylic Acid (PAA) and Dextran
Poly acrylic acid (PAA) and dextran have been reported to be highly promising
organic polymers to be used as water-soluble sacrificial materials. They both can be
deposited on wafers as layers simply by spin coating and get their solvents removed
conveniently under a rather low temperature (95°C to 150°C). They can be dissolved
in water with no further auxiliary process, thus their material sacrificing procedure is
safe and environmental friendly, with no additional corrosive reagents, organic
solvents nor high temperature. With these characteristics, these water soluble
sacrificial materials are therefore suitable for processing with fragile MEMS
structures and materials such as organic polymers, metal oxide that might be
damaged during typical processing.
Some characterizations of PAA and dextran have been presented in Vincent
Linder and Byron D. Gates’ research [54]. The research indicates that, by coating PAA
and dextran solutions onto bare substrate at a spinning speed from 1000 to 4000
rpm, the thickness of PAA can be adjusted from 40 nm to 9 µm and from 40 nm to
1.1µm for dextran. Stability investigations have also been carried out in their
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research. The films were tested immersion in all kinds of solvents, including acetone
and isopropyl alcohol; also the three key solvents, gama-butyrolactone (GBL), 1methoxy-2- propanol-acetate (PGMEA), 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP); other
solvents such as acetonitrile, dimethylformamide, hexanes, ethanol, and
dimethylsulfoxide. The PAA films were barely soluble in these solvents. The thickness
of the films didn’t change more than 20% after the immersion in the solvents. The
dextran films, however, were stable except the ones in ethanol and dissolved in
dimethylsulfoxide. Further research shows the solubility of PAA can also be modified
by ion exchange.

2.3.3 Nickel
As S. Park has investigated in his research in 2004 [55], the interface of Ni/SiO2
has low adhesion due to their low surface energy and low friction constant. As a
result, nickel layer on a SiO2 surface can be easily peeled off, along with any flexible
substrate and devices on the nickel layer. Therefore, nickel is possible to be used for
printing applications.
Dr. A. Arslan presented a water assisted printing method in her recent PhD
research [56]. A polyimide layer is coated on the nickel layer as a flexible substrate.
Then the photodiodes are fabricated on the polyimide substrate. During the
releasing step, this device wafer is rinsed in water and water penetrates into the
interface between nickel and SiO2, releasing the nickel layer from the SiO2 substrate
(Fig 2.3.4). This water assisted printing method introduces very little mechanical or
thermal stress during processing, which avoids any sabotage to the fragile flexible
devices. However, the nickel layer still sticks to the flexible substrate after the
releasing. Another step of nickel stripping could be needed if nickel would affect any
further processing or device functioning.

Fig 2.3.4 Water assisted printing result [56]

As nickel is much more thermal stable than PPC and more compatible to process
with polyimide, this study also attempted to use nickel as sacrificial layer. Therefore,
it was tested for this thesis project. Nickel was directly deposited on SiO2 substrate in
CHA Std Station in Clean Room 10000 with a metal ring to protect the alignment
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markers on the edge. A thin layer of TEOS was deposited on nickel as a protection
layer with PECVD in Novellus Concept in Clean Room 100, EKL. With this thermal
stable nickel sacrificial layer protected by TEOS, polyimide encapsulated aluminum
interconnects can be fabricated with standard processing procedures (Fig 2.3.5).

Fig 2.3.5 Encapsulated interconnect structures on TEOS protected nickel layer

This TEOS protected nickel layer on silicon substrate is highly compatible with
CMOS fabrication technology. Very high quality interconnect structures can be
fabricated without any wrinkles or bubbles. After the adhesive wafer bonding
process, the nickel layer was supposed to be peeled off from transfer wafer and was
transferred to the device wafer. However, the fatal problem turned out during this
transferring process. It seemed that the adhesion between the nickel layer and SiO 2
substrate was much higher than the adhesive bonding strength. The nickel layer
cannot be peeled off and none of the interconnect structures can be transferred to
the device wafer successfully.
In Dr. A. Arslan’s work about nickel layer peeling off [56], Kapton® adhesive tape
was utilized to help to pull off the layer that fabricated on the nickel layer.
Comparing with the work in this thesis, a silicon substrate is hard, inflexible material,
therefore, cannot pull off the nickel layer in the same way as the Kapton® adhesive
tape. So, unless a new method is developed to help peeling off nickel layer, the
nickel as sacrificial layer is not applicable for this design.

This chapter summarizes temporary adhesive wafer bonding technology which
utilized in this thesis work, along with the related materials including polyimide, poly
propylene carbonate (PPC) and other sacrificial material.
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Chapter 3
Down-contact Prototype
As mentioned in Chapter 1, down-contact prototype is designed for manufacture
flexible polyimide encapsulated interconnects with cavities on the substrate. In this
chapter, the detailed design and manufacturing steps are presented. The isotropic
under etching technique for cavity creating is studied and some of its results are
illustrated.

3.1 Down contact design and manufacture
3.1.1 Design of the structure
As the name implies, down-contact prototype is designed to create connections
between interconnects and the downside of the contact pads on the devices (Fig
3.1). The idea is to use under etch of plasma to create free standing interconnect
structures above the cavities, and then devices can be fixed in the cavities as well as
connected to interconnects.

Fig 3.1.1 Schematic cross section of down-contact prototype

The sandwich interconnect structure was firstly manufactured on silicon
substrate. Such sandwich interconnects contained aluminum interconnects
embedded in polyimide with electrical contact opening. Polyimide was served as
isolation and protection layers for Aluminum interconnects. As shown in Fig 3.1.2,
the mask design of down-contact prototype was designed intentionally into fingered
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shapes, so that plasma flow can etch through the gaps between the fingers and
create cavities underneath. By this method, the free standing interconnects were
fabricated. The finger and gap width on the mask has been designed into different
sizes to test the under etch rate. The aluminum interconnects were also designed
into several columns to test their conductivity and reliability. Contact holes have
been opened on the polyimide for measurement. Fig 3.1.2 (a) are smaller structures
with a size of around 1400 µm x 5900 µm and Fig 3.1.2 (b) has larger structures with
around 3000 µm x 12330 µm. The green areas are polyimide, the blueish squares
and lines are aluminum interconnects and the yellow squares are the targeted
etching areas.

(a)

(b)
Fig 3.1.2 Mask design for down-contact prototype

The key processing procedure of such fabrication is to use isotropic plasma dry
etching to form cavities through the sandwich structure fingers. Isotropic plasma
etching is a kind of dry etching that not only etches the exposed area on the mask,
but also etches the area that under that edge of the mask (Fig 3.1.3 (a)). Such
phenomenon is named plasma under etch. The width that etched under the mask is
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largely depended on the etching time. As it etches longer, the deeper it etches into
the substrate vertically and horizontally, leaving some triangular residues on the
bottom as presented in Fig 3.1.3 (b). With a specific etching time and width of the
finger structure, the free standing structure can be released in the way shown in Fig
3.1.3 (c). A discussion about under etch details will be presented in Section 3.2.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig 3.1.3 (a) Isotropic under etch for plasma dry etching (b) Isotropic under etch for a short time (c)
Free standing structure release after specific time etching
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After under etch, the cavities and interconnects are ready for device connection.
Due to the aluminum oxide layer on interconnect, conductive glue has been used to
insure the contact reliability between the contact pads on the device and
interconnects. The glue can also help fix the devices to the bottom of cavities.

3.1.2 Manufacture of the structure
The processing was carried out in Else Kooi lab (EKL) Cleanroom 100 and MEMS
Lab. Detailed down-contact prototype process flow is illustrated in Fig 3.4. A layer of
Fujifilm Durimide 112A polyimide film was firstly spin coated on silicon substrate and
soft baked. Then, a layer of 1.4 µm SPR 3012 photoresist was used to pattern the
soft baked polyimide. After patterning photoresist with contact aligner, a full wafer
exposure under UV was applied for photoresist striping. For better strip the
photoresist while keep the Polyimide patterns, ethanol was used for photoresist
striping. The patterned polyimide then was cured in vacuum oven under 400 °C for 2
hours with protection of Nitrogen (Fig 3.4 (a)) and the polyimide layer was 2.6 µm
after curing [15].

Fig 3.1.4 Schematic down-contact prototype process flow
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After the first long polyimide layer, a 2 µm aluminum interconnect was
sputtered in Trikon Sigma and a layer of 2 µm SPR 3027 photoresist was applied
afterwards for aluminum patterning. This step was carried out by dry etching in
Trikon Omega with Cl2 and HBr plasma, the detailed etching recipe is presented in
Table 3.1. After dry etching, photoresist was then removed by rinsing in acetone, as
shown in Fig 3.1.4 (b). The aluminum dry etching did contain a procedure of over
etching to eliminate the aluminum residue, which would also etch a few micros of
the cured polyimide. Another layer of polyimide with the same thickness was finally
coated, patterned and cured with the same approach, as shown in Fig 3.1.4 (c). The
under etch cavities were then etched by Rapier Omega DRIE etcher with recipe
shown in Table 3.2. A 4 µm of SPR 3027 photoresist was exposed and patterned to
be used as mask. An isotropic silicon etching recipe was chosen. The etching rate will
be further discussed in the coming section.
Table 3.1 Aluminum plasma etching recipe (2 µm)
Step
1. breakthrough
2. bulk etch
3. overetch

Gasses & flows
HBr/Cl2 = 40/30 sccm
HBr/Cl2 = 40/30 sccm
HBr/Cl2 = 30/15 sccm

Pressure
5 mTorr
5 mTorr
5 mTorr

Platen RF
50 W
35 W
35 W

ICP RF
500 W
500 W
500 W

Platen T
25 ºC
25 ºC
25 ºC

Etch time
endpoint
endpoint
85% of bulk

Table 3.2 Under etching DRIE Recipe
Step

Gasses & flows

Pressure

Primary Source Power

Isoetch

SF6 = 500 sccm

100 mTorr

2500 W

Platen HF Modulation
Frequency
150

3.2 DRIE under etch study
As explained in Fig 3.1.3, under etch by isotropic plasma dry etching not only
etches the exposed part on the mask, but also etches the sides of the cavities which
exposed with etching. Under etch is a well-known processing method in MEMS
fabrication to create free standing structures.
For testing the under etch rate, a study was firstly accomplished by using a mask
of a 4 µm SPR 3027 photoresist with finger structures. As the etching rate and result
is largely depending on the finger size, gap size between the fingers and etching
time, the width of the fingers (same as the gaps) varies from 10 µm to 200 µm and
the testing etching time has been selected to be 200 s, 400 s, 600 s, 800 s and 1000
s.
Fig 3.2.1 shows front and 30° tilted observation of the under etch study with
scanning electron microscope (SEM). Fig 3.2.1 (a) is a front side observation after
600 s etching. Due to the scope limit, it shows finger and gap width from 10 µm to 90
µm. The fingers are extremely irregular after the silicon under them is etched away.
They cross link with each other and get curly on their edges. This gets more serious
when the width gets less. This can be due to under etch, the fingers were released
completely from silicon substrate. This can be also due to electron beams hit on the
surface during SEM scanning. Fig 3.2.1 (b) shows the 30° tilted sight of SEM
observation. The finger width is from 10 µm to 20 µm. From this angle of view, it is
clear that the silicon under the fingers is etched away thoroughly. It also indicates
that the free standing fingers not only cross link horizontally, but also float vertically,
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which could due to the low strength of photoresist or the high power plasma flow
during the etching.

(a)

(b)
Fig 3.2.1 (a) Front SEM observation in under etch study (600 s etching) (b) 30° tilted SEM observation
in under etch study (600 s etching)

The etching rate of the horizontal under etch was measured using optical
microscope. Fig 3.2.2 (a) presents 160 µm width finger and gap etched for 200 s. The
dark rectangles are gaps and bright rectangles are fingers that are still on the silicon
substrate. The narrow grey line in the middle is the under etched area. Fig 3.2.2 (b)
shows the same width but was etched for 400 s. The under etched area is apparently
enlarged and the area on the finger that still attached to the substrate is getting
smaller. In Fig 3.2.2 (c), the sample has been etched for 600 s. The under etched
areas from both sides of the finger met in the middle, which means all the silicon
substrate under the finger has been etched away, a free standing finger has been
realized. Because of this free standing floating structure, , the original finger area in
the Fig 3.2.2 (c) becomes darker in optical microscope. It also matches with the SEM
observation. In Fig 3.2.2 (d), the sample was etched for 800 s. The isotropic plasma
continues to etch the bottom. This part provides a clear view of the etching
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condition, so it is measured to record and calculate the under etching rate of
different time and different width.

Fig 3.2.2 (a) Etch time 200 s, finger gap width 160un (b) Etch time 400 s, finger gap width 160un (c)
Etch time 600 s, finger gap width 160un (d) Etch time 800 s, finger gap width 160un

Four different widths have been selected to measure, 50 µm, 100 µm, 160 µm
and 200 µm. Table 3.3 presents the etching depth and corresponding calculated
etching rate. A line chart is generated from Table 3.3 (b) and showed in Fig 3.2.3.
Table 3.3 (a) Horizontal under etching length of different etching time vs etching gap (b)
Horizontal under etching rate of different etching time vs etching gap

(µm)
50 µm
100 µm
160 µm
200 µm

200 s
14.16
17.21
19.46
19.68

400 s
27.03
27.24
29.62
31.14

600 s
39.14
40.01
41.09
43.24

800 s
49.73
51.46
51.03
52.11

1000 s
60.11
59.68
63.35
63.35

600 s
0.0652
0.0667
0.0685
0.0721

800 s
0.0622
0.0643
0.0638
0.0651

1000 s
0.0601
0.0597
0.0634
0.0634

(a)

(µm /s)
50 µm
100 µm
160 µm
200 µm

200 s
0.0708
0.0861
0.0973
0.0984

400 s
0.0676
0.0681
0.0741
0.0779
(b)

The etching rates of gaps for 100 µm, 160 µm and 200 µm drop dramatically
through 200 s to 400 s periods. This could because of the deeper the plasma under
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etches, the less plasma contacts to silicon, which explains the slower etching rate.
The etching rate of 50 µm, on the other hand, is already relatively slow initially due
to a smaller gap, so it doesn’t get too much slower. After 1000 s etching, the average
etching rates get closer to each other, only within 50 nm/s. This indicates that if a
longer etching time and a low accuracy are required, then different sizes of the
structure can use a same etching time. Otherwise, different etching rates should be
selected accordingly.

Fig 3.2.3 Etching time vs horizontal under etch rate of different gap width line chart

The fingers from the sample that was etched for 600 s were then removed to
give a more clear view under the fingers and also study the vertical etching rate (how
deep the plasma etches into the silicon substrate vertically). Fig 3.2.4 (a) shows a 30°
tilted view of the cross section in SEM. The etching gap was 100 µm. The silicon
under the fingers hasn’t been completely etched away and triangular residues from
isotropic plasma etching still remain. These triangular residues could affect the
stability of a device when placed in the cavity. Fig 3.2.4 (b) shows a front view of the
cross section in SEM. The etching gap was 160 µm. The vertical etching depth and
residue height were measured and presented in Table 3.3. Compared with Table 3.3,
it is obvious that the vertical etch rate is roughly 2 times faster than the horizontal
under etch rate.
For down-contact prototype, the devices need a relative flat cavity surface to
ensure the stability, which means a longer etching time and narrower fingers.
However, a wider finger can also load wider interconnect, which means better
interconnect reliability. The vertical depth should also be taken into consideration
due to different thickness of the devices. All the advantages and defects should be
balanced in the design.
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(a)

(b)
Fig 3.2.4 (a) 30° tilted SEM observation of cross section (600 s etching, 100 µm gap) (b) Front SEM
observation of cross section (600 s etching, 160 µm gap)
Table 3.3 Vertical etching depth and residue height

ET: 600 s
Depth (µm)
Residue (µm)

38 µm
76.9
3.19

80 µm
83.4
10.4

100 µm
84.2
18.2

160 µm
93.2
41.2

200 µm
98.9
60.3

3.3 Etching Result and Measurement of Down-Contact Prototype
As the devices w designed to be embedded in the cavity and connected to
interconnect in the meantime, the interconnect fingers should be fully released from
the substrate. The widest finger in the design is 140 µm. According to the horizontal
under etch rate study in Sec 3.2, an etching time of approximately 1000 s is needed
to realize the fully released interconnect fingers.
After the manufacturing in Sec 3.1, the wafer with manufactured sandwich
structure was sent for etching. The isotropic etching was carried out in Rapier
Omega DRIE etcher with the same recipe that discussed in Sec 3.2 and the etching
time was set to 1000 s. After the etching, the cavities were cut through and a cross
section view was observed in SEM scan.
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Fig 3.3.1 SEM scan of cavity under etch result (a) cavity with no fingers; (b) four finger width 160 µm;
(c) six finger width 140 µm; (d) ten finger width 80 µm.

Fig 3.3.1 presents four etching result SEM observations of different finger
widths. The SEM observations indicate that the fingers are slightly bended down to
the substrate, which proves that these fingers have been fully released from the
substrate. Therefore, it is possible to fix a device up on these flexible finger
interconnects. Fig 3.3.1 (a) presents a comparison of non-finger under etching and
finger under etching. Fig 3.3.1 (a) has no finger structures, with only a gap of 140 µm.
The etching result demonstrates that without the finger structures, the vertical
etching rate is largely diminished. Also, as have been discussed in Fig 3.1.3 (b), there
are triangular residues left on the bottom substrate due to the isotropic etching. The
etching depths and residue height results have been recorded in Table 3.4. Some
conclusions can be drawn from Table 3.4. The vertical etching depth sticks to around
300 µm under all four different finger widths. This indicates that the vertical etching
depth is dominated by etching time and has very few influences from the finger
widths. The residue height, on the other hand, is affected by the finger widths as
well as etching time. The less width and longer etching time is set, the shorter
residue height is achieved. Nevertheless, a device would be fixed stable enough on
this amount of residue.
Table 3.4 Etching depths and residue height results

ET: 1000 s

No fingers

160 µm

140 µm

80 µm

Depth (µm)
Residue (µm)

113
-

290
64.5

297
86.2

311
36.9
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Here in Fig 3.3.2 presents an etched cavity with an embedded capacitor. The
interconnects seem to be sensitive to wet fabrication technologies during
processing. The resist stripper and rinsing water resulted in curved aluminum
interconnects. Two different capacitors from IPDiA®, LPSC425.0603 (1.86 x 1.16 mm)
and LPSC425.1206 (3.46 x 1.86 mm), are utilized for testing. Low profile silicon
LPSC425.xxx series capacitors from IPDiA® are thin (down to 80 µm), minimized and
highly reliable. It offers a capacitor integration capability (up to 250 nF/mm 2) which
allows largely downsizing.

Fig 3.3.2 Embedded capacitor in the cavity for measurement

As for testing, conductive glue is first placed on the corresponding places in the
cavity, and then the capacitor is placed inside the cavity. Due to the large size of the
interconnect structure, it is not possible to do the measurement in the probe station
as first design intended. Therefore, conductive glue is also placed to connect all the
contact pads on the edge together for testing. After the conductive glue is cured
under 100 °C for an hour, the measurement can be carried out with multimeter to
measure the capacitance between the two test contact points.
The measurement result shows out that three out of four embedded 0.1 µF
LPSC425.0603 capacitors are successfully connected and presents the capacitance of
0.505 µF, 0.44 µF and 0.135 µF. For 1µF LPSC425.1206 capacitor, also three out of
four embedded samples are functioning, showing the capacitance of 1.310 µF, 1.235
µF and 1.520 µF. The deviations of the measurement results could due to the
parasitic components that are shown in Fig 3.3.3. Rpara1 and Rpara2 stand for the
resistivity brought by aluminum interconnect. Rpara3 is the resistivity from silicon
substrate. Cpara1 and Cpara2 are the parasitic capacitance between the measurement
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point and silicon substrate. These parallel parasitic capacitances have large increased
the measurement result.

Fig 3.3.3 Parasitic components for measurements

This chapter presented a schematic design of down-contact prototype. Under etch
study was carried out to discuss the etching rate. The study result was used further
to manufacture the designed down-contact prototype. Capacitance can be measured
from the fabricated interconnect that connected to the embedded capacitor. It has
proved the feasibility of produce self-aligned wafer scale integration packaging with
under etching technique.
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Chapter 4
Up-contact Prototype
Unlike flexible interconnects processed with under etching technique mentioned
in Chapter 3, a flexible interconnect transferring method was illustrated in this
chapter. Such interconnect transferring method utilizes poly propylene carbonate
(PPC) as sacrificial layer, which was introduced in Chapter 2. A specific design was
designed, optimized and characterized to test the contact resistivity of such
transferred flexible interconnects.

4.1 Design of the up-contact prototype
Unlike the down-contact prototype, up-contact prototype creates connections
of the upside contact pads and interconnects with wafer bonding and de-bonding
techniques. As shown in Fig 4.1.1, up-contact prototype was composed on a device
wafer through a transfer wafer. The idea is to fabricate polyimide encapsulated
interconnects on the transfer wafer, and then transfer the interconnect structures to
the device wafer with temporary wafer bonding technology.

Fig 4.1.1 Schematic cross section of up-contact prototype
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A sacrificial layer was firstly placed on the surface of the transfer wafer, and the
sandwich interconnect structures were then manufactured on top of the sacrificial
layer. In the meantime, cavities were etched on the corresponding area of the device
wafer and the devices were fixed in the cavities with the contact pads up. The
contact pad and interconnects make contact with each other when the transfer
wafer and the device wafer are aligned and bonded. The sacrificial layer was later
sacrificed during the de-bonding processing, then the sandwich interconnect
structures were transferred to the device wafer as well as connecting to the
embedded devices.
The core of this theory is to realize electrical contact between the
interconnect from transfer wafer and the contact pads on the devices (or on the
device wafer). To simplify the up-contact prototype and verify this transferring
interconnect theory, the cavities and the devices are removed from the design and
aluminum contact pads are added on the corresponding places as replacement
(shown in Fig 4.1.2). Theses rectangular pads were manufactured on the device
wafer beforehand and to make contact with interconnect on transfer wafer after
aligned bonding and de-bonding with silver glue. The contact status can then be
measured with probe station by testing the places that was not covered by the
transferred interconnects. The key of this prototype is to verify the feasibility of
transfer and interconnect bonding. As in proving interconnect can be transferred
with polyimide encapsulated and the contacts between interconnect and contact
pads can transmit electric current.

Fig 4.1.2 Schematic illustration of simplified up-contact prototype

To prove this theory, a mask has been designed as shown in Fig 4.1.3. This
design contains three types of structures. Fig 4.1.3 (a) is a modified Daisy Ring
structure with different sizes. The aluminum interconnects are designed to be
encapsulated by two polyimide layers, forming the sandwich interconnect
structures. These sandwich interconnect structures are all manufactured on the
transfer wafer on the sacrificial layer. Contact holes have been designed to check the
electoral connection status as well as measure the reliability and resistivity of
interconnect with probe station. The light blue layer is the aluminum contact pads
that are manufactured on the device wafer.
After aligned wafer bonding, the crossed aluminum areas from both the
interconnects on transfer wafer and the aluminum pads on device wafer come into
contact. As aluminum interconnect has its self-oxidation problem, a thin aluminum
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oxide would be formed itself after aluminum is sputtered. This thin aluminum oxide
would seriously affect the contact conductivities between the two aluminum
interconnects. Therefore, a conductive glue is utilized between the aluminum
contacting surfaces (including the Daisy Ring structures and the Greek sheet
resistance testing structures). The conductive glue not only improves the contact
condition of the two interconnects, but also helps with the interconnect transferring
in the later processing steps.
This Daisy Ring structure supplies multiple contact openings for electrical
contact status checking. By measuring between A and B or between A and C, the
contact status can be obtained (conductive or not). By measuring between C and D,
the conductivity of interconnects in sandwich structure can be tested.

Fig 4.1.3 Mask design of (a) Modified Daisy Ring structure (b) Greek sheet resistance testing structure
(c) transfer contact resistance testing structure

Greek sheet resistance testing structures are also added to the design as in Fig
4.1.3 (b). Sheet resistance is a ratio between the material resistivity and the layer
thickness [57]. It is usually measured by using four point probe (FPP) method. The
measurement is performed by forcing a current (I) between points A-C and measure
the voltage drop (V) across points B-D. Sheet resistance is calculated using the van
der Pauw formula:
(4.1)
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With the results from sheet resistance testing structures, the actual thickness of the
aluminum pads can be calculated. These sheet resistance testing structures are also
designed to be placed both on transfer wafer and on device wafer. Based on that,
the aluminum interconnect thickness on polyimide and on silicon after the
processing can be checked.
The transferred contact resistance testing structure is similar to Greek sheet
resistance testing structure as in Fig 4.1.3 (c). The sheet resistance testing structure
is separated into two parts. One part is manufactured on the transfer wafer with
polyimide encapsulated and the other part is placed on the device wafer. After the
aligned bonding and transfer procedure, the crossing area comes into contact with
conductive glue. By forcing a current into A-D and measuring a voltage drop between
B-C, the contact resistance can be obtained and in turn, the conducting aluminum
thickness can be calculated.
Polyimide plays an important role in the processing and two different kinds of
polyimide were selected. One is Durimide 112A, a polyimide precursor from Fujifilm.
Such poly amic acid in solvent in a liquid status can be spin-coated, wet etching
patterned and then cured to form a strong polyimide film. The other polyimide,
Kapton® film, is a cured polyimide film which can be patterned by plasma dry
etching. The differences between these two types of polyimide lead to different
processing steps and will be discussed in Sec 4.2 and Sec 4.3.

4.2 Manufacturing of the flexible interconnect with Durimide 112A
The processing was carried out in Else Kooi lab (EKL) Cleanroom 100 and MEMS
Lab. Fig 4.2.1 gives the detailed processing steps for transfer wafer manufacturing
with Durimide 112A. 20 wt% poly propylene carbonate (PPC) solution was produced
by mixing PPC solids with solvent γ-Butyrolactone (GBL). The mixing required
continuously stirring in the solution for 72 hours. The PPC solution was firstly spin
coated on the substrate as sacrificial layer. After 2 hours baking in vacuum under 180
°C, most of the solvent (GBL) had been removed and a 3 µm layer of PPC was
obtained as in Fig 4.2.1 (a). All the other structures were then processed on this
sacrificial layer. This layer will be removed thermally after the wafer bonding process
when all the interconnect structures would stick to the device wafer, thus removing
the sacrificial layer would transfer the interconnect structures to the device wafer.
Directly on top of the sacrificial layer, a 2.4 µm layer of Durimide 112A was
spin coated with a speed of 2000 rpm/s for 45 s and soft baked for 3 min.
Photoresist SPR 3012 was used for patterning and 1.5% TMAH solution was used as
developer. As TMAH would start to damage the sacrificial layer (PPC) when
polyimide is etched away and PPC is exposed in TMAH, the developing time was
tested and selected with great care. In this case, the developing should last no longer
than 1min 20 sec. After developing, a directly rinsing was demanded to rinse away
the TMAH residues, which would damage PPC and uncured polyimide seriously.
Standard procedure to strip photoresist on uncured polyimide is to rinse it with
acetone, IPA and water. But this standard procedure is not suitable for this case as
PPC would dissolve in acetone rapidly. A PPC/3012 photoresist dissolving test was
carried out with different solvent such as GBL, ethanol and NMP. Result turned out
that PPC dissolved the least in ethanol. To complete photoresist stripping by ethanol,
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a full wafer exposure was needed. PPC dissolved less in ethanol so the stripping
could last for 2 minutes, as shown in Fig 4.2.1 (b).

Fig 4.2.1 Transfer wafer manufacturing with Durimide 112A

The polyimide curing is a huge thermal processing issue in this fabrication
procedure. The standard curing step for Durimide 112A is 2 hours in vacuum under
400 °C. It has been introduced in Chapter 2 that polyimide polymerization requires
higher temperature for a shorter time or lower temperature for a longer time. As a
result, the patterned polyimide then was cured under 150 °C for 18 hours with
vacuum. To simulate the status of PPC during polyimide curing process, a PPC
thermogravimetric analysis under 150 °C for 18 hours was carried out. According to
the TGA result shown in Fig 4.2.2, PPC only decomposed 6.2% through this
procedure. Although the amount seemed to be small, the volume of the gas
productions due to the PPC decomposition would be more than expected. As for this
patterned polyimide, these gas productions seemed to have little effect on the
curing result performance due to its individual patterned structures and the gases
could escape easily from the patterned gaps. The gas productions would appear
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more serious in a form of bubbles when no gaps are patterned for the gases to
escape. This phenomenon would appear more when processing with Kapton® film.

Fig 4.2.2 TGA of PPC under 150 °C for 18 hours

In step (c), aluminum interconnects were deposited and patterned on the cured
polyimide film. The deposition process was carried out in CHA Solution Std in Else
Kooi lab (EKL) Cleanroom 10000. A 2 µm layer of aluminum was deposited on the
polyimide and PPC. Dummy wafers were added to protect the back side of the wafer
from heavy metal contamination. As illustrated Fig 4.2.1 (c), some parts of aluminum
was deposited in a polyimide cavity directly on PPC. These cavities were designed as
contact openings after the interconnect structure transferring so that the test probes
could contact the interconnects through these contact openings. A layer of 2 µm
thickness of SPR 3027 photoresist was performed as masks for patterning and the
aluminum dry etching was carried out in Trikon Omega with Cl2 and HBr plasma
(Recipe shown in Chapter 3). This was followed by a full wafer exposure and 2 min
ethanol rinsing to strip the photoresist.
Fig 4.2.3 shows a microscope observation picture of aluminum interconnects on
patterned polyimide. Some patterned polyimide structures were shifted during low
temperature curing process, because polyimide has a low adhesion to the PPC
surface and polyimide shrinks during the curing process. This shrinkage and low
adhesion resulted in misplacement of the polyimide structures, which in return leads
to mis-alignment between the polyimide structures and interconnect structures. The
misplacement distributed in a radios form. The structures in the wafer center show
only within 10 µm misplacement. The further from center, the more serious the
misplacement is. On the edge of the wafer, the structure misplacement could be up
to 100 µm to 300 µm. This phenomenon was more obvious around the contact
holes.
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Fig 4.2.3 Interconnect on patterned polyimide

Fig 4.2.1 (d) shows the last step of manufacturing transfer wafer with Durimide
112A. Another layer of polyimide was spin coated and the sandwich interconnect
structures were created. The patterning and developing procedure was the same as
step (b). The only difference between these two layers is their masks. The mask
(PI_S) for this step is shorter than the mask (PI_L) in step (b). This is to expose the
aluminum interconnect to the contact pads on the device wafer and make contact
after bonding.

4.3 Problems during processing with Durimide 112A
4.3.1 Durimide 112A shrinkage on PPC
According to the technical product information sheet from Fujifilm [15],
Durimide a110 series polyimide precursor would shrink to around 60% of its
thickness after thermal curing process. Actually, this shrinkage not only happens
vertically, but also showed out horizontally. As Durimide 110A series self-primed
polyimide precursors have firm adhesion to silicon substrate, the horizontal
shrinking was not obvious when the precursor is coated on the silicon substrate.
However, when the precursor was dispensed on PPC sacrificial layer and thermally
cured either in higher temperature or in 150 °C as described in the previous sections,
serious horizontal film shrinkage was performed.

Fig 4.3.1 Durimide 112A horizontal film (2.6 µm after curing) shrinkage after 150 °C curing for 18 h
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Hereby in Fig 4.3.1 reports Durimide 112A horizontal film (2.6 µm after curing)
shrinkage after 150 °C curing for 18 h. On each side of the cured polyimide film, 3.5
mm of shrinkage has been observed. This would be 7% of the total width of the
polyimide film. This shrinkage affected both in the center of the wafer and on the
edges. It distributed in a radios form. Film on the edges presented more shrinkage
than in the center. The horizontal shrinkage brought wrinkles (Fig 4.3.2) on the
surface of the polyimide film and the film edge showed more serious. The film
center, on the other hand, was rather flat. These wrinkles are hidden dangers for
interconnect and film reliability problems. The shrinkage of the film would also cause
a displacement issue for the structures that fabricated on the film, which in turn lead
to serious misalignment during the temporary bonding processing.

Fig 4.3.2 Winkles on polyimide film

Polyimide precursor was also patterned to observe the shrinkage status of the
patterned polyimide structures. The un-cured polyimide was spin coated and
patterned on the PPC layer. These patterned structures were then cured in 150 °C
for 18 h. As shown in Fig 4.3.3, the grey shadows in the middle are the shrinkage
areas of the polyimide finger structures. The estimated shrinking length is 100 µm,
which is around 7% of its original length. This indicates that patterned polyimide
structure shrinks in the same way after thermal curing as the polyimide film does.

Fig 4.3.3 Patterned polyimide finger structure
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4.3.2 Adhesive wafer bonding with un-cured Durimide 112A
It has been reported in the previous section that polyimide shrinkage on PPC
layer would result in wrinkles on the polyimide film. An idea of adhesive wafer
bonding with un-cured polyimide expected to moderate the wrinkles by the high
forces applied on the polyimide surface during bonding process.
Durimide 112A was spin coated directly on the silicon substrate, after 3 min soft
bake, another wafer was bonded with the polyimide layer and then cured with 400
°C for 2 h. Unexpectedly, the two wafers can be separated easily. The polyimide,
however, had turned into irregular patterned yellow fragile films as presented in Fig
4.3.4. These yellow fragile films can be easily peeled off from the silicon substrate
and break into parts or powders.

Fig 4.3.4 Bonded polyimide thermal curing result

There is a conjecture for this phenomenon. As have introduced in Chapter 2,
water or solvent residues would be produced during the polymerization process. In a
temperature as high as 400 °C, these productions will appear in a state of gas. The
gases would escape in the narrow spaces between the two wafers or through the
film itself. These gas exhausts could affect the origin polyimide property and result in
great change in its characteristics, into this fragile material. Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) test could be further applied to confirm this
material. If substrate material can change from silicon to a material, e.g. membrane,
to allow water and gas go through, then adhesive wafer bonding with uncured
polyimide will be promising.

4.3.3 Barrier layer for PPC
PPC is a very fragile and sensitive material. It can be damaged by TMAH
polyimide developer, acetone photoresist stripper and plasma dry etching during
processing procedures. So in up-contact prototype, a metal barrier layer was
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planned to cover the PPC layer as a protection layer (Fig 4.3.5). Aluminum and
titanium are two commonly used metal barrier layer, therefore, both of them were
tested on PPC layer.

Fig 4.3.5 Designed metal barrier protection layer in up-contact prototype

200 nm of aluminum film was sputtered in Trikon Sigma in Clean Room 100, EKL
lab directly on PPC layer. Then Durimide 112A polyimide precursor was spin coated
on this barrier protection aluminum film. After the soft bake of this polyimide
precursor, an obvious aluminum shifting can be observed from the edge of the film
(Fig 4.3.6). This observation proved that the polyimide have a better adhesion with
aluminum film than the adhesion between aluminum film and PPC surface.
Therefore, as the polyimide shrinking during soft bake process, it pull the aluminum
film and resulted in the film shifting on PPC layer. Moreover, the soft bake process
would more or less cause some decomposition of PPC and result in some bubbles
between the layers. These bubbles would largely affect the polyimide surface
condition, so this aluminum barrier layer is not applicable.

Fig 4.3.6 Aluminum film shifting after soft baked polyimide shrinkage

Similar to the aluminum film, 200 nm titanium was sputtered in Trikon Sigma
Sputter Tool in Clean Room 100, EKL lab directly on PPC layer. Then Durimide 112A
polyimide precursor was spin coated on this barrier protection aluminum film. After
the soft bake of this polyimide precursor, serious cracks showed up on the titanium
film. Titanium is a hard but brittle metal. Unlike aluminum, titanium can be easily
broke into parts during stretching. So these cracks were caused by the polyimide
spin coating process and soft bake shrinkage (Fig 4.3.7). As these cracks already
exposed the PPC layer, the decomposition production of PPC during soft baking
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won’t result in bubbles. Yet this broken titanium film cannot play a role as barrier
protection layer either.

Fig 4.3.7 Cracks on titanium film after soft baked polyimide

4.3.4 Summary
For up-contact prototype, the fabrication result along with all the problems
discussed above have proved that processing polyimide precursor Durimide 112A on
PPC layer was unsatisfying. All the failures all result from curing process or because
of the un-cured polyimide. So Kapton® film was introduced to skip the 1st thermal
curing process. As Kapton® film was a polymerized polyimide film that needed no
more thermal curing, shrinkage problem was also avoided. Moreover, for fabrication
with Kapton® film, a 3.5 µm thickness of Kapton® film was left intentionally during
the patterning process as a barrier protection layer for PPC underneath (Fig 4.3.8).

Fig 4.3.8 Designed Kapton® film protection layer in up-contact prototype

4.4 Manufacturing of the flexible interconnect with Kapton® Film
Kapton® film with 12.7 µm thickness is selected and ordered from Lohmann. PPC
was firstly coated on the wafer following the same approach with Durimide 112A as
mentioned before (Fig 4.4.1 (a)). This layer of PPC is not only used as sacrificial
material, but also as adhesive material. The Kapton® film was then cut into a fitted
shape and put on the transfer wafer with PPC. AML bonder was applied for film
attachment. The wafer was attached to the film in AML ramping from room
temperature to 70 °C for 10 min in vacuum with a pressure of 500 N. The Kapton®
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film was then well attached to the wafer with the help of PPC and was compatible
with all CMOS processing steps. As the thickness of the film is still too thick for the
application, a uniform dry etching was performed to the film first. The etching was
carried out in Trikon Omega dry etcher with plasma composed of 7% CF 4, 13% N2
and 80% O2 under an ICP power of 50 watt. The etching rate is 3.5 µm per 3 minutes.
This plasma etch would also etch away PPC that was not covered by the Kapton®
film. After a uniform etching for 6 min, a layer of 5.7 µm Kapton® film was remained
on the wafer as illustrated in Fig 4.4.1 (b).

Fig 4.4.1 Transfer wafer manufacturing with Kapton® film

Unlike Durimide 112A, Kapton® film cannot be patterned with wet etching. Dry
etching with the same recipe as the uniform etching was selected for Kapton® film
patterning. As this recipe also etches photoresist rapidly, so obviously photoresist is
not suitable for its mask. Aluminum was then chosen as the hard mask for patterning
Kapton® film. A layer of 500 nm aluminum was deposited on Kapton® film and
patterned by photoresist and dry etching, thus forming an aluminum hard mask.
Then, this aluminum hard mask was used to pattern Kapton® film under dry etching.
Another 3.5 µm Kapton® film was etched and a thickness of 2.2 µm film was left as a
protection layer for PPC as presented in Fig 4.4.1 (c). Since the etching rate of
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Kapton® film cannot be precisely controlled, this thin layer was left to protect PPC
from plasma and allowed later the aluminum interconnect land on Kapton® film but
not on silicon substrate. Same as introduced in Sec 4.2, this Kapton ®cavities were
designed as the contact openings for later measurements.
Similar to Durimide 112A, a layer of 2 µm aluminum was deposited in CHA
Solution Std and patterned by dry etching, as mentioned in step (d). Unlike Durimide,
Kapton® film requires a lower processing temperature. The soft bake for photoresist
had been reduced to 80 °C but under a longer time, e.g. 5 minutes. The hard bake
after exposure was cancelled to avoid the high baking temperature. . The processing
temperature should be kept under 80 in the following steps, to avoid PPC
decomposition. Although PPC doesn’t decompose a lot (0.876 % loss of PPC) around
100 °C, the gas products of the decomposition, CO2 and H2O, have rather large
volume as discussed before. These gases between the Kapton® film and PPC will
appear in a form of bubbles and influence the flatness of the film or even bring a
dislocation of the whole film.
In step (e), a layer of 2.6 µm polyimide, Durimide 112A, was coated and then
patterned in the same way as introduced in Fig 4.2.1 (b). Before the low temperature
curing, the four edges of the Kapton® film should be fixed by Kapton® tape. This
procedure is to prevent the film from dislocation caused by polyimide shrinkage and
PPC decomposed bubbles. After low temperature curing, the tapes were removed
and the film is pressed again with AML bonder to remove the bubble under the film.
It has been observed that after a longer time placement without any processing
procedure, the result after curing of it had shown less bubbles or shrinkage.

Fig 4.4.2 Manufactured of the flexible interconnect with Kapton® Film

Fig 4.4.2 presents a microscope picture of completed sandwich interconnect
structure manufactured with Kapton® film and polyimide. The surface of the
Kapton® film is relatively rough, with bubbles, holes and apophysis, which present as
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black dots in the microscope observation. The shiny parts are aluminum
interconnects that manufactured on the patterned Kapton® film and the square
holes in the middle are interconnect contact holes. After transferring and backside
etching, aluminum interconnects in these contact holes will be exposed for
measurements. The darker parts on the patterned Kapton® film are patterned
polyimide, which act not only as protection layer for interconnect, but also as
adhesive layer for transferring. The interconnect areas that are not covered by
polyimide, transfer contact areas, are intentionally left exposed for making contact
with the contact pads on the device wafer after transferring.

4.5 Manufacturing of the device wafer
As already demonstrated in Fig 4.2.1, device wafer was patterned contact pads
on silicon substrate. These contact pads were designed to make contact with the
transfer contact areas on transfer wafer after bonding and transfer process. To make
sure the contact can be made, the thickness of the contact pads should be larger
than the 2.6 µm thickness of the last layer of polyimide.
Therefore, a 4 µm of Al/Si layer was sputtered on the substrate in Trikon Sigma
in Clean Room 100. Another 4 µm layer of photoresist SPR3027 was used as mask for
patterning. Dry etching with Cl2 and HBr was carried out in Trikon Omega. The mask
photoresist was then tripped off by Tepla Plasma 300 and cleaning line (Fig 4.5.1).

Fig 4.5.1 Aluminum pads and interconnects on the device wafer

4.6 Interconnect Transferring
For both polyimide and Kapton® film manufactured interconnects, the sandwich
structure interconnect transfer was accomplished by temporary wafer bonding
techniques. One layer of polyimide was bonded with the silicon substrate of the
device wafer and conductive glue was used on the transfer contact area surfaces to
guarantee the conductivity. For interconnects manufactured with Kapton® film, an
afterward dry etching is further needed to etch a layer of Kapton® film and expose
the contact openings for measurements.
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4.6.1 Transferring of the flexible interconnect with Durimide 112A
The conductive glue was first placed on the contact areas of the device wafer
manually with the MEI Pick & Place in Bonding & Packaging Room in MEMS Lab and
ready for bonding. Bonding primer VM652 was spin coated on the transfer wafer.
Then the transfer wafer and the device wafer were aligned with infrared scope and
bonded in AML wafer bonder in Clean Room 100. The bonding was processed in
vacuum to avoid voids between the bonding area and with a pressure of 8000 N and
a temperature of 180 °C for 2 hours. Theoretically, with longer a bonding time and
higher temperature, a better bonding performance can be achieved. But according
to the TGA of PPC, a conservative bonding temperature of 180 °C was chosen.

Fig 4.6.1 Transferring flow for flexible interconnect with Durimide 112A
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After the two wafers were well bonded, the wafers were moved to MEMS Lab
for sacrificial layer removing. As introduced in Sec 2.2.2, the decomposition rate of
PPC starts to drop abruptly when temperature is high than 200 °C. To remove the
sacrificial layer mildly, the sacrificing temperature was set to 250 °C for 2 hours. The
sacrificial layer was removed after this process and the two wafers were separated,
with the sandwich interconnect structure transferred from the transfer wafer to the
device wafer. A detailed transferring flow is shown in Fig 4.6.1.
Fig 4.6.2 gives a series of microscope pictures of the transferred interconnects
with Durimide 112A. In Fig 4.6.2 (a) presents a part of the modified Daisy Ring
structure. Fig 4.6.2 (b) presents the transfer contact status testing structure. The
black area is where the conductive glue was placed. The conductive materials in the
glue turned out to be black under microscope. It is obviously illustrated in Fig 4.6.2
(a) under microscope that the transfer contact area from the sandwich interconnect
structure was well connected to the contact pad on the device wafer. The
unregulated shape of the polyimide is due to a balanced polyimide patterning time
and un-uniform polyimide etching. The longer it is patterned in the developer, the
better shape it can form, but the more under etching it creates and more PPC are
etched. The curl on the polyimide in the picture is because of the shrinking problem
from the two layers of polyimide. These microscope pictures indicate that process
polyimide on PPC has great challenges and could easily result in irregular shape
structures.

(a)
(b)
Fig 4.6.2 Microscope observation of transferred flexible interconnect with Durimide 112A

4.6.2 Transferring of the flexible interconnect with Kapton® Film
After curing the polyimide, the Kapton® tape that was used for fixing the
Kapton® film should be removed. This removal could cause some Kapton® film
detaching from PPC due to the stickiness of the tape. Therefore, an extra step to
flatten the film was needed. The backside of another wafer was bonded with the
transfer wafer under 70 °C for 10 min in vacuum with a pressure of 500 N. After the
flattening, the transfer wafer was coated with primer VM652 and bonded with the
device wafer that had conductive glue on its contact pads. The two wafers were
aligned and bonded under 180 °C for 2 hours in vacuum with a pressure of 8000 N.
(Fig 4.6.3 (b))
After the bonding process, the bonded two wafers were moved to MEMS Lab for
sacrificial layer removal. The sacrificing temperature was set to 250 °C for 2 hours.
The sacrificial layer was removed after this process and the two wafers were
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separated, with the whole Kapton® film transferred from the transfer wafer to the
device wafer (Fig 4.6.3 (c)). This step should take more caution because a whole film
transferring is much harder than patterned polyimide transferring, especially on the
edges. So the separation should be really careful to make sure the whole film
transferred to the device wafer successfully.

Fig 4.6.3 Transferring flow for flexible interconnect with Kapton® film

Different from processing with Durimide 112A, Kapton® film wasn’t etched
through to PPC during the patterning process, so the contact openings are not
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exposed after the transferring. Therefore, another dry etching was performed. As it
was no longer CMOS compatible with conductive glue, the etching was carried out in
Alcatel GIR300 F/Cl etcher in MEMS Lab. The etching used SF6 and O2 with a ratio of
SF2:O2=10:85. Etching temperature is 50 °C with a pressure of 50 mtorr tor for 35
min. Due to the ununiformed etching, 3 to 5 min of over etching was necessary. The
contact openings were exposed then after the etching and the measurement could
take place there, shown in Fig 4.6.3 (d).
Fig 4.6.4 shows a series of pictures from the microscope view of the transferred
interconnect with Kapton® film. Fig 4.6.4 (a) and (b) presents a large size of a partial
modified Daisy Ring structure. Fig 4.6.4 (b) is the transfer contact resistance testing
structure. The dark black areas are where conductive glue was placed. After the
bonding process, the glue was squeezed and the areas got expanded. The pictures
indicate that the transfer contact areas from the sandwich structures were well
bonded with the contact pads on the device wafer through the conductive glue.
Unlike interconnects with Durimide 112A, these interconnects with Kapton® film
didn’t have that much shrinkage problems and the surfaces were more flat. The
polyimide structures are also well shaped because the PPC were protected by the
Kapton® film and the polyimide patterning time didn’t have to be balanced. But it
can be well observed on the picture that the polyimide was under etched and
shorter than the patterned Kapton® film, even though the polyimide was designed
larger than the Patterned Kapton® film on the mask. This proved the wet under
etching issue for polyimide patterning.

(a)
(b)
Fig 4.6.4 Microscope observation of transferred flexible interconnect with Kapton® film

4.7 Metal to metal electrical connection problem and 3M™
anisotropic conductive film
It has been found that the aluminum to aluminum contact status for the
transferred interconnects is not ideal. From the moment the aluminum was
sputtered, a thin aluminum oxide layer was formed on its surface [58] and would
cause a failure in aluminum metal to metal electrical connection.
In the previous work, a conductive glue has been introduced to solve this
problem. The conductive glue broke through the thin aluminum oxide layer and
made contact with the inner aluminum interconnect. However, this conductive has
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to be manually dispensed with very thick dispensing target, which leads to serious
inaccuracy. What’s more, the contact area of the two surfaces from the transferred
interconnects and the contact pads are often unpredictable due to misalignment or
polyimide substrate shrinkage. So the conductive glue dispensing area is not
confirmed. Also, the dispensing amount of the glue has to be carefully considered. If
too much glue is dispensed, it will be squeezed out of the contact area during the
bonding process, causing short circuits or even stick between the two substrates,
leading to a transfer failure. A better solution is finding an alternative metal that
oxidizes slower or even has no surface oxidized layer. Or a processing technology
that prevents metal from oxidizing, for example, completing all the patterning,
bonding and sample transferring processing all in a non-oxygen atmosphere.
Another candidate has been found that could solve both the bonding strength
problem and the metal to metal electrical contact issue. 3M™ anisotropic conductive
film (ACF) is a heat bondable anisotropic conductive tape. By adding in individual
conductive particles in the film, it is used to mechanically and electrically connect
flex circuits in the vertical direction while providing complete insulation horizontally
[]
. This conductive Film can be used to replace soldering and mechanical fasteners in
applications such as flex circuit to PCB, flex circuit to flex circuit and flex circuit to
glass panels to reduce assembly time and enable thin device designs[59]. It turned
out to be also suitable for the transferred interconnect technology presented in this
thesis work .
3M™ anisotropic conductive film (ACF) was attached on the transferred
aluminum interconnect structures fabricated with Kapton® film before the bonding
process. Then the transfer wafer and device wafer were aligned and bonded with
this ACF in between. As the film is conductive vertically, these transferred
interconnects were only conductive through the overlapped area. This tape not only
acted as a conductive promotor, but also was a very promising adhesive layer,
guaranteeing the bonding strength of the transferred structures.

(a)
(b)
Fig 4.7.1 3M™ anisotropic conductive film applied for interconnect transferring

The bonded wafers then continuously performed sacrificial layer removal, after
etching steps as described in Fig 4.6.3. Fig 4.7.1 presents the transferred
interconnect structures bonded to device wafer with 3M™ ACF. The grey areas are
the result of covered by 3M™ ACF. Comparing with the samples that connected with
conductive glue, obviously this ACF has much higher coverage, stability, reliability
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and much more convenient than dispensing conductive glue manually. The
measurement result will be discussed in the next section.

4.8 Measurement and Result
As have been presented in the previous sections, transferred flexible
interconnects with Kapton® film have obvious better quality (little shrinkage and
misalignment). Both samples were chosen for electrical connection check and sheet
resistance measurement with four-point probe measurement.
The sheet resistance of the aluminum pads on the device wafer was first
measured. An average result of 0.00825 Ohm/sq was obtained after measuring six
Greek sheet resistance structures. As for the Greek structures on transferred layer,
one result of 0.0155 Ohm/sq was successfully achieved after ten measurements. As:
(4.2)
where is the resistivity of the conductive material, A is the cross-section area and L
is the length. The cross section area can be split into the width W and the sheet
thickness t. For this transferred sheet resistance measurement, the contacting area
is a square, therefore W = L. Leading to a sheet resistance Rs calculation equation
[57]:
(4.3)
Then the thickness of the contacting area t is:
(4.4)
The resistivity of aluminum ρAl = 2.65x10-8 Ωm. With equation 4.4 presented
above, a calculated aluminum pad thickness on device wafer tsi = 3.42 µm is
achieved. With the same equation, the calculated aluminum interconnect thickness
on transferred layer ttrans = 1.68 µm.
The designed thickness for aluminum pads on device wafer was 4 µm but the
calculated pad thickness was tsi = 3.42 µm. And the target aluminum thickness on
transferred wafer was 2 µm but the calculated aluminum thickness was 1.68 µm.
These measurement deviations between the designed thickness and calculated
thickness could because of several reasons. Firstly, it has been reported by the time
of writing (15th Oct. 2015) that the Trikon Sigma for aluminum sputtering in Clean
Room 100 and CHA Solution Std for aluminum deposition in EKL lab was suffering
from an around 13% loss of the target metal thickness, which means a target of 4 µm
aluminum layer could come out with a result of around 3.48 µm. The thin selfgenerated aluminum oxide layer on the aluminum pads and possible un-uniform
aluminum sputtering on the substrate could also affect the measurement result.
The transferred contact resistance has been detected in several structures to be
very unstable, ranging from 24.14 Ohm/sq to 45.96 Ohm/sq. However, this contact
resistance measurement results are much higher than expected.
For the sample that fabricated with 3M™ anisotropic conductive film adhesive
that described in Section 4.7, A more stable contact resistance was discovered. The
tested four transferred interconnect structures showed a contact resistance ranging
from 12.92 to 12.95 Ohm/sq. The Greek structures on transferred layer for this
sample showed the same performance with the previous measurements. However,
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the Greek structures on device wafer were hard to measure because of the fully
covered by 3M anisotropic conductive film adhesive.
According to the result, this theory of transferred interconnect from one wafer
to another has been proved due to an electrical connection has been observed
between the transferred interconnect from the transfer wafer and the aluminum
pads on the device wafer.

4.9 New bonding markers designed
Wafer bonding technology has been introduced in Chapter 2 and frequently
used in this up-contact prototype. During the bonding process, the two target wafers
need to be aligned precisely to make sure the desired areas on the target wafers
could be bonded accurately. This alignment is accomplished with the help of bonding
markers. Applied Microengineering Ltd (AML) supplies their own design of bonding
markers (Fig 4.9.1 (a)). This set of bonding markers is composed of two parts, one
crossing structure on upper wafer and another one on lower wafer. When one
crossing is fully covering the other one, the alignment is accomplished, with less than
10 µm misalignment error.

(a)

(b)
Fig 4.9.1 (a) Old AML bonding markers (b) New designed bonding markers
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This old design of bonding markers is small and saving lots of areas on silicon
substrate for other devices. But it is too small for the AML bonder operating system.
It often takes long time (more than 0.5 h) to find and align these very small markers
in the large infrared camera windows. To change this situation, Dr Henk van Zeijl has
designed a new set of bonding markers (Fig 4.9.1 (b)). The crossings on each wafer
are 2.5 times larger than the old ones. Besides, a large frame structure has been
designed for lower wafer. The dotted line can show the direction of the crossing
structures. Although this large set of alignment markers obviously takes more areas
on the substrate, it also has largely cut down the alignment time successfully.

Two processing procedure was presented in this chapter with different
polyimide material to fabricate the designed up-contact prototype. When use PPC as
sacrificial layer, polyimide precursor were suffered by shrinkage and misalignment
problems. Kapton® film, however, has a better compatibility with PPC material and
the transferred interconnect electoral contact theory has been verified.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
Self-aligned wafer scale integration technology (SAWLIT) is a novel technique for
packaging that only has been raised in the recent years. The primary thoughts for
these interconnect prototypes were based on the observations of under etching
problems of isotropic dry etching and some articles of temporary wafer bonding. It is
also capable of solving inconveniences of fabricating interconnects on substrate with
cavities. With very limited previous experiences of such interconnect fabrication
method, great amount of test experiments have been carried out during each
processing steps. Among these test experiments, some of the issues that have not
been solved and are worth to be discussed will be presented in this chapter.

5.1 Stress test for different polymer materials
For the polyimide shrinkage presented in Sec 4.3, the inner mechanism was
desired to be found out. One conjecture of this phenomenon is the lack of adhesion
between the PPC surface and the un-cured polyimide surface. The un-cured
polyimide film cannot clamp to the PPC surface as firmly as it could to the silicon
substrate surface. Therefore the shrinkage shows up. An attempt was tried to reduce
the shrinkage by removing the edge of the PPC layer and expose the silicon
substrate. Then the next spin coated polyimide precursor can contact the edge of
the substrate. In this way, the polyimide film was expected to clamp to the edge of
the substrate and in turn extenuate the shrinkage. The result turned out to be
unpromising, as the polyimide film would be slit because of the shrinkage in some
test samples.
When the polymers are clamping on the substrate, either on silicon or on other
polymer layers, the shrinkage trend during the thermal curing induces a horizontal
force that would cause a slightly deformation of the substrate. This deformation can
be measured and calculated to transfer into a form of stress force that applied on
the substrate/layer due to the polymerization of the polymers. A comparison
experiment has been carried out to find the different stress that applied on the
substrate with different spin coated polymers. The experiment tested Durimide 112A
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polyimide precursor, low-temperature polyimide precursor CT4112 from KYOCERA
(curing temperature 180 °C ) and SU8 photoresist (curing temperature 180 °C ). The
spin coating method includes spin coating on silicon substrate, directly on PPC layer,
on PPC edge removed (ER PPC) layer. Thermal curing process includes 400 °C 2 h for
Durimide 112A on silicon substrate, 150 °C 18h for rest of Durimide 112A samples,
180 °C 2h for other polymer samples. The measurement was accomplished with
Tencor Flexus Stress Meter in Clean Room 100, EKL lab. The measurement result is
presented in Table 5.1 below.
Table 5.1 Stress measurement for different polymers
Processing method
112A on wafer 400 °C 2h
112A on wafer 150 °C 18h
112A on PPC
112A on ER PPC

Stress (MPa)
95.5
403
88.9
-30.7

CT4112 on wafer
CT4112 on PPC
CT4112 on ER PPC

39.6
21.4
-104.2

Processing method
SU8 on wafer
SU8 on PPC
SU8 on ER PPC

Stress (MPa)
44.6
40.3
174.4

with “+” indicates tensile stress and “–” indicates compressive stress
This stress was designed to find out the adhesion relationship versus stress.
Unfortunately, the measurement result is not enough to give clear indication. It
could because of the low measurement accuracy of the measurement machine.
More measurements could perhaps in the future indicate a polymer with better
compatibility with PPC.

5.2 Bonding strength of the temporary adhesive wafer bonding
In the up-contact prototype, the interconnect structures transferring was
realized by temporary wafer bonding, which stick the interconnect structures to the
device wafer by bonding polyimide to silicon substrate, and then the sacrificial layer
was removed to release these bonded interconnect structures to the device wafer.
Both the bonding process and the sacrificial layer removal are of vital importance.
PPC sacrificial material has shown good performance during its high temperature
decomposition test. On the other hand, polyimide adhesive bonding, especially with
patterned polyimide film, is not that satisfying.
Adhesive wafer bonding combining with temporary wafer bonding have been
introduced in Chapter 2. The bonding condition is highly dependent on the surface
condition or the surface treatment of the polymer that used for adhesive bonding.
Polyimide has relatively much more rough surface compare with silicon substrate. A
12 µm thickness of polyimide layer could show a ranging thickness difference from 2
µm to 6 µm. Moreover, the spin coated polyimide layer often shows relatively
thicker on the middle of the wafer and thinner on the edges, which would also affect
the bonding result. Fig 5.2.1 presents an infrared observation of an adhesive wafer
bonding with cured polyimide in 180 °C for 2 hours. The tightly bonded areas show
out as brighter areas in the picture due to their close bonded condition. The
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unbonded area are the darker parts in the picture. It was estimated optically that
around 80 % of the wafer area was well bonded.

Fig 5.2.1 Infrared observation of polyimide adhesive wafer bonding result

For the up-contact prototype design, a patterned polyimide layer was
introduced as insulator and also for bonding with the device wafer. The bonding area
of this adhesive wafer bonding has been largely reduced after patterning process,
the bonding strength, therefore, cannot be guaranteed. It has been already observed
that around 40 % of the interconnect structures fabricated with Durimide 112A
cannot successfully transferred due to the low bonding strength. So, another
method to increase the bonding strength is urgently in demand. A kind of glue that
can be spin coated or an adhesive tape that could survive temperature as high as
250 °C would be preferred. A candidate from 3M™ will be introduced in the next
section.

5.3 Recommendation for future study
Based on the results of the research in this thesis, a following series of continues
research topics can be recommended:
 The transferred interconnect method can be further developed for mulilayer structure fabrication. More flexible layers with interconnects or
devices are theoretically possible to be realized;
 More researches about plasma under etching can be performed. Various
mask structures for under etching could be tested and a more mature
processing flow can be developed for self-aligned wafer level integration;
 Investigate the inner mechanism of polyimide and PPC surface status to
develop a processing method to improve the compatibility of polyimide and
PPC, solving the shrinking and misalignment problem. A more precise
polymer stress test is recommended. PPC layer patterning could be taken
into consideration to reduce bubbles caused by decomposition;
 Nickel is a far more reliable sacrificial material than PPC. However, the Nickel
removal difficulty discussed in Section 5.5 showed that nickel is not suitable
for temporary wafer bonding. An idea is needed for nickel removal in a
wafer bonded status;
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 Studies about metal to metal contact could be carried out. The metal
oxidation layer on the interconnect surface is an obstacle for metal to metal
contact.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis work, flexible interconnects manufactured by either plasma under
etching or transferring from another separated wafer were investigated and
characterized for self-aligned wafer scale integration concept. Different verification
tests have been done with multiple materials. With all the research carried out,
certain insights were gained and several conclusions can be drawn as follows.
 Under etching phenomenon during plasma isotropic dry etching has been
proved to be feasible to create cavities for self-aligned wafer level
integration technology. The horizontal under etch rate is dependent on the
mask size, An etch time of 1000s was found to be preferred for processing
under etched cavities with a mask finger size ranging from 80 µm to 160 µm,
with a cavity depth of 300 µm. These flexible interconnects are easily
fabricated with simplified processing steps, and are available for self-align
heterogeneous wafer level integration. However, the depth of the cavities
gained through dry etching is limited, thus brings dimension limitations for
such integration.
 The transferred flexible interconnects were investigated based on aluminium
interconnects encapsulated in polyimide. These flexible interconnects were
able to be manufactured on top of sacrificial material PPC layer firstly (on
transfer wafer) and then transferred to another wafer (device wafer), with
the help of wafer bonding. The self-alignment were achieved with the help
of wet etched silicon cavities on device wafer. The transferred electrical
contact of such transferred interconnects were connected by conductive
glue. This transferred interconnect process brings possibilities for generating
flexible interconnects between different substrates and flexibilities for
manufacturing interconnects or even other multilayer flexible
interconnects.
 PPC as sacrificial material was chosen and applied in this project, due to high
thermal stability and no residue after decomposing. The TGA analysis shows
that PPC decomposes rather slowly in lower temperature (6.2% loss in 150
°C for 18 hours), which allows polyimide to be partly cured. In a
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temperature higher than 200 °C, the decomposition rate increases
dramatically and no further cleaning process is necessary. However, PPC is
sensitive to corrosive solutions (acids and TMAH developer) and some
common solvents (NMP). Therefore, to process polyimide precursor on PPC
is rather difficult due to their incompatible surface conditions. Polyimide
precursor shrinks after the thermal curing process, resulting in wrinkles on
the film surface and misplacement of the structures fabricated on the film.
As a result of that, a barrier layer (metal or polymer) was preferred for PPC
layer protection. In this work, Kapton polyimide film were applied as a
barrier layer for protection and as a flexible substrate. Kapton® film is an
ideal flexible polymer substrate that can be patterned by plasma dry
etching. On one hand, Kapton has great reliability for fabricating flexible
interconnects. On the other hand, Kapton performs as a barrier layer for
PPC, which greatly improved the performance.
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Appendix A

Down-contact prototype
Detailed process flow
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GENERAL REMARKS:
1. Always clean the wafers after several hours of storage before performing a coating, a or deposition step!
Use the correct cleaning procedure: - Acetone or Tepla stripper
for resist removal
- HNO3 100%
for wafers that have to
sputtered
- HNO3 100% metal
for wafers with aluminium
- HNO3 100% and HNO3 65%
for all other wafers

be

2. After a furnace step the wafers do not have to be cleaned if the next process step is carried out immediately.
3. Always check equipment and process conditions before starting a process !
4. Layer thickness measurements can be performed on the process wafers using the Leitz MPV-SP or SOPRA
equipment.
If this is not possible or when sheet resistance and/or junction depth measurements must be performed, a
test wafer
must be processed !
5. In case of problems with equipment operation or pollution, directly notify the responsible person(s) and
other users.
Do not try to repair or clean unknown equipment yourself !!

STARTING MATERIAL
Use process wafers, with the following specifications:

Wafer specifications:

type:
orientation:
resistivity:
thickness:
diameter:

p-type, boron
1-0-0, 0 deg off orientation
2-5 cm
525 ± 15 µm
100.0 ± 0.2 mm

If the wafers are taken out of an unopened wafer box, no cleaning will be necessary.
Wafers taken from an already opened box must be cleaned following the standard procedure.
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ZERO LAYER FOR ALL WAFERS
1.

COATING AND BAKING
Use: EVG120
Resist thickness: 1.4 µm at 48% RV
Recipe: Co-SPR 3012-1400-zerolayer

2.

ALIGNMENT AND EXPOSURE
Use: ASM PAS 5000/50 automatic wafer stepper.
Follow the operating instructions from the manual when using this machine.
Masks: FWAM
Job: litho/fwam
Energy: 120 eV

3.

DEVELOPMENT
Develop 1.4 µm photoresist
Recipe: Dev-Single Puddle

4.

INSPECTION: LINEWIDTH AND OVERLAY
Visually inspect the wafers through Axiotron microscope, and check line width and overlay.

5.

NUMBERING
Label the process wafers with W 1-20
Label the test wafers with T 1-

6.

PLASMA WINDOW ETCHING
Use: Omega Plasma Etcher
Recipe: urk_npd
o
Temperature: 20 C

7.

CLEANING PROCEDURE
Plasma strip
Use the Tepla plasma system (Program 1) for resist stripping or wafer cleaning:
Cleaning Use wet bench "HNO3 (100%)" and the carrier with the red dot.
10 minutes in fuming nitric acid (Merck: HNO3 (100%), selectipur; ambient temperature).
QDR

Rinse in the Quick Dump Rinser with the standard program until the resistivity is 5 M

Cleaning 10 minutes in concentrated nitric acid (Merck: HNO3 (65%), selectipur; temp. 110 °C).
QDR
Drying

Rinse in the Quick Dump Rinser with the standard program until the resistivity is 5 M.
Use the Semitool "Rinser/dryer" with the standard program. Always use the special

PI_L layer fabrication
8.

COATING: POLYIMIDE COATING

Location: Cleanroom 100
Equipmentname: LanzManual Spinner
PI 112A Program #12
1. 15sec @ 350rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
2. Dry spin 45sec @ 2000rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
3. Dry spin 2sec @ 4000rpm (accel 2000 rpm)
4. Softbake: 3 min @ 135 ºC
9.

Photoresist Coating
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orange carrier.

Location class100
1. 1.4um SPR3012
2. Manual wafer coater and hotplate
3. Program #1
1. 10sec @ 700rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
2. 30sec@ 3510rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
3. Softbake: 60sec @ 95 ºC
The back side of the wafer needs to be cleaned to make sure no PI particles exist
10.

PI Patterning

Location class100
1. PI_L mask designed for this project
2. Elvis contact aligner. Mode: hard contact.
3. Exposure time 10 sec. or longer
11.

Development PI 112A.

Location: SAL lab
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
12.

Use only yellow light
2.5% TMAOH
Make solution (100ml TMAOH 25% + 900ml DI water)
Development time ~ 2 min
Spin dry SPIN 150 dryer (single wafer dryer).

Resist striping

Location: SAL lab
1.
2.
3.

13.

Acetone – IPA – H2O
Wash thoroughly with water
Use the Semitool "rinser/dryer" with the standard program, and the white
carrier with a red dot.

Polyimide curing

1.
2.

Heraus oven. 200 mbar N2 atmosphere.
2h at 400 ºC. Cooling overnight.

Aluminum interconnect fabrication
14.

Al/Si sputtering
Machine: Trikon Sigma Sputter Tool
1. Perform LUR test
2. Sigma. Recipe: 2 µm Al/Si for organics @25C (Target cleaning @25C)
3. Perform target cleaning separately to avoid long cool down time

15.

Coating Photoresist
1. EVG wafertrack.
2. Job Co-SPR3027-2um

16.

A&E Al mask

17.

18.

1.
2.
3.

Preset 1
Elvis contact aligner. Mode: hard contact.
Exposure time 20 sec.

1.
2.

EVG120 wafer track.
Job: Single_Puddle.

1.
2.

Omega. Recipe: 2um_Al-25
Temperature: 25C

Development

Etch Al/Si
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19.

Resist Stripping
1.
2.
3.
4.

NMP solution @ 70C
Time: 4 min
H2O: 5min
Drying: Use the Semitool "rinser/dryer" with the standard program, and the white carrier with a
black dot.

PI_S layer fabrication
20.

COATING: POLYIMIDE COATING

Location: Cleanroom 100
Equipmentname: LanzManual Spinner
PI 112A Program #12
1. 15sec @ 350rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
2. Dry spin 45sec @ 2000rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
3. Dry spin 2sec @ 4000rpm (accel 2000 rpm)
4. Softbake: 3 min @ 135 ºC
21.

Photoresist Coating

Location class100
1. 1.4um SPR3012
2. Manual wafer coater and hotplate
3. Program #1
1. 10sec @ 700rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
2. 30sec@ 3510rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
3. Softbake: 60sec @ 95 ºC
The back side of the wafer needs to be cleaned to make sure no PI particles exist
22.

PI Patterning

Location class100
1. PI_S mask designed for this project
2. Elvis contact aligner. Mode: hard contact.
3. Exposure time 10 sec. or longer
23.

Development PI 112A.

Location: SAL lab
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
24.

Use only yellow light
2.5% TMAOH
Make solution (100ml TMAOH 25% + 900ml DI water)
Development time ~ 2 min
Spin dry SPIN 150 dryer (single wafer dryer).

Resist striping

Location: SAL lab
1.
2.
3.

25.

Acetone – IPA – H2O
Wash thoroughly with water
Use the Semitool "rinser/dryer" with the standard program, and the white
carrier with a red dot.

Polyimide curing

1.
2.

Heraus oven. 200 mbar N2 atmosphere.
2h at 400 ºC. Cooling overnight.

Cavity under etch
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26.

27.

28.

Coating Photoresist
1. EVG wafertrack.
2. Job Co-SPR3027-4um
Development
1. EVG120 wafer track.
2. Job: Single_Puddle.
Cavity etching
1.
2.

29.

Resist Stripping
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rapier DRIE etcher
DTC_Isoetch_1000s

NMP solution @ 70C
Time: 4 min
H2O: 5min
Drying: Use the Semitool "rinser/dryer" with the standard program, and the white carrier
with a black dot.
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Appendix B

Up-contact prototype manufactured with
Durimide 112A
Detailed process flow
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GENERAL REMARKS:
1. Always clean the wafers after several hours of storage before performing a coating, a or deposition step!
Use the correct cleaning procedure: - Acetone or Tepla stripper
for resist removal
- HNO3 100%
for wafers that have to
sputtered
- HNO3 100% metal
for wafers with aluminium
- HNO3 100% and HNO3 65%
for all other wafers

be

2. After a furnace step the wafers do not have to be cleaned if the next process step is carried out immediately.
3. Always check equipment and process conditions before starting a process !
4. Layer thickness measurements can be performed on the process wafers using the Leitz MPV-SP or SOPRA
equipment.
If this is not possible or when sheet resistance and/or junction depth measurements must be performed, a
test wafer
must be processed !
5. In case of problems with equipment operation or pollution, directly notify the responsible person(s) and
other users.
Do not try to repair or clean unknown equipment yourself !!

STARTING MATERIAL
Use process wafers, with the following specifications:

Wafer specifications:

type:
orientation:
resistivity:
thickness:
diameter:

p-type, boron
1-0-0, 0 deg off orientation
2-5 cm
525 ± 15 µm
100.0 ± 0.2 mm

If the wafers are taken out of an unopened wafer box, no cleaning will be necessary.
Wafers taken from an already opened box must be cleaned following the standard procedure.
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ZERO LAYER FOR ALL WAFERS
30.

COATING AND BAKING
Use: EVG120
Resist thickness: 1.4 µm at 48% RV
Recipe: Co-SPR 3012-1400-zerolayer

31.

ALIGNMENT AND EXPOSURE
Use: ASM PAS 5000/50 automatic wafer stepper.
Follow the operating instructions from the manual when using this machine.
Masks: FWAM
Job: litho/fwam
Energy: 120 eV

32.

DEVELOPMENT
Develop 1.4 µm photoresist
Recipe: Dev-Single Puddle

33.

INSPECTION: LINEWIDTH AND OVERLAY
Visually inspect the wafers through Axiotron microscope, and check line width and overlay.

34.

NUMBERING
Label the process wafers with W 1-20
Label the test wafers with T 1-

35.

PLASMA WINDOW ETCHING
Use: Omega Plasma Etcher
Recipe: urk_npd
o
Temperature: 20 C

36.

CLEANING PROCEDURE
Plasma strip
Use the Tepla plasma system (Program 1) for resist stripping or wafer cleaning:
Cleaning Use wet bench "HNO3 (100%)" and the carrier with the red dot.
10 minutes in fuming nitric acid (Merck: HNO3 (100%), selectipur; ambient temperature).
QDR

Rinse in the Quick Dump Rinser with the standard program until the resistivity is 5 M

Cleaning 10 minutes in concentrated nitric acid (Merck: HNO3 (65%), selectipur; temp. 110 °C).
QDR
Drying

Rinse in the Quick Dump Rinser with the standard program until the resistivity is 5 M.
Use the Semitool "Rinser/dryer" with the standard program. Always use the special

Sacrificial layer manufacturing
37.

COATING: PPC COATING

Location: Cleanroom 100
Equipmentname: LanzManual Spinner
PPC Program #9
5.
6.
7.
8.
38.

15sec @ 700 rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
Dry spin 45 sec @ 1000rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
Dry spin 10 sec @ 2000rpm (accel 2000 rpm)
Softbake: 5 min @ 100 ºC

PPC solvent evaporating
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orange carrier.

3.
4.

Heraus oven. vacuum atmosphere.
2h at 180 ºC.

PI_L layer fabrication
39.

COATING: POLYIMIDE COATING

Location: Cleanroom 100
Equipmentname: LanzManual Spinner
PI 112A Program #12
1. 15sec @ 350rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
2. Dry spin 45sec @ 2000rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
3. Dry spin 2sec @ 4000rpm (accel 2000 rpm)
4. Softbake: 3 min @ 135 ºC
40.

Photoresist Coating

Location class100
4. 1.4um SPR3012
5. Manual wafer coater and hotplate
6. Program #1
1. 10sec @ 700rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
2. 30sec@ 3510rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
3. Softbake: 60sec @ 95 ºC
The back side of the wafer needs to be cleaned to make sure no PI particles exist
41.

PI Patterning

Location class100
4. PI_L mask designed for this project
5. Elvis contact aligner. Mode: hard contact.
6. Exposure time 10 sec. or longer
42.

Development PI 112A.

Location: SAL lab

43.

44.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Use only yellow light
1.5% TMAOH
Make solution
Development time ~ 1 min 20 s
Spin dry SPIN 150 dryer (single wafer dryer).

4.
5.
6.

Full wafer exposure with Elvis contact aligner
Ethanol resist stripping, 2 min
Water rinsing

Resist striping

Low temperature polyimide curing

1.
2.

Heraus oven. 200 mbar N2 atmosphere.
18h at 150 ºC. Overnight curing.

Aluminum interconnect fabrication
45.

Al deposition
Machine: Tool CHA Solution Std in Clean Room 10000
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4.
5.

Back side dummy wafer to prevent contamination of the wafer back.
Depositing 2 um of aluminum.

46.

Coating Photoresist
3. EVG wafertrack.
4. Job Co-SPR3027-2um

47.

A&E Al mask

48.

49.

50.

4.
5.
6.

Preset 1
Elvis contact aligner. Mode: hard contact.
Exposure time 20 sec.

3.
4.
5.

Manual development
Use AZ400K developer
Developing time: 1 min

3.
4.

Omega. Recipe: 2um_Al-25
Temperature: 25C

1.
2.
3.

Full wafer exposure with Elvis contact aligner
Ethanol resist stripping, 2 min
Water rinsing

Development

Etch Al

Resist striping

PI_S layer fabrication
51.

COATING: POLYIMIDE COATING

Location: Cleanroom 100
Equipmentname: LanzManual Spinner
PI 112A Program #12
1. 15sec @ 350rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
2. Dry spin 45sec @ 2000rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
3. Dry spin 2sec @ 4000rpm (accel 2000 rpm)
4. Softbake: 3 min @ 135 ºC
52.

Photoresist Coating

Location class100
1. 1.4um SPR3012
2. Manual wafer coater and hotplate
3. Program #1
1. 10sec @ 700rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
2. 30sec@ 3510rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
3. Softbake: 60sec @ 95 ºC
The back side of the wafer needs to be cleaned to make sure no PI particles exist
53.

PI Patterning

Location class100
7. PI_S mask designed for this project
8. Elvis contact aligner. Mode: hard contact.
9. Exposure time 10 sec. or longer
54.

Development PI 112A.

Location: SAL lab
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55.

56.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Use only yellow light
1.5% TMAOH
Make solution
Development time ~ 1 min 20 s
Spin dry SPIN 150 dryer (single wafer dryer).

1.
2.
3.

Full wafer exposure with Elvis contact aligner
Ethanol resist stripping, 2 min
Water rinsing

Resist striping

Low temperature polyimide curing

1.
2.

Heraus oven. 200 mbar N2 atmosphere.
18h at 150 ºC. Overnight curing.

Device wafer fabrication
57.

Al/Si sputtering
Machine: Trikon Sigma Sputter Tool
1. Sigma. Recipe: 4µm Al/Si @350C (Target cleaning @350 C)
2. Perform target cleaning separately to avoid long cool down time

58.

Coating Photoresist
5. EVG wafertrack.
6. Job Co-SPR3027-4um

59.

A&E Al mask

60.

61.

62.

1.
2.
3.

Preset 1, ,mask: Al_D
Elvis contact aligner. Mode: hard contact.
Exposure time 60 sec.

1.
2.

EVG120 wafer track.
Job: Double_Puddle.

1.
2.

Omega. Recipe: 4um_Al-350
Temperature: 25C

Development

Etch Al/Si

Resist stripping
1.
2.

Tepla Plasma resist stripping, 15 min
Standard HNO3 cleaning procedure

Interconnect transferring
63.

Alignment bonding

1.
2.
64.

With AML wafer bonder, two wafers aligned and bonded
2h at 180 ºC. 8000 N bonding force

Sacrificial layer removal

1.

Hot plate 250 ºC 2 hours
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Appendix C

Up-contact prototype manufactured with
Kapton® film
Detailed process flow
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GENERAL REMARKS:
1. Always clean the wafers after several hours of storage before performing a coating, a or deposition step!
Use the correct cleaning procedure: - Acetone or Tepla stripper
for resist removal
- HNO3 100%
for wafers that have to
sputtered
- HNO3 100% metal
for wafers with aluminium
- HNO3 100% and HNO3 65%
for all other wafers

be

2. After a furnace step the wafers do not have to be cleaned if the next process step is carried out immediately.
3. Always check equipment and process conditions before starting a process !
4. Layer thickness measurements can be performed on the process wafers using the Leitz MPV-SP or SOPRA
equipment.
If this is not possible or when sheet resistance and/or junction depth measurements must be performed, a
test wafer
must be processed !
5. In case of problems with equipment operation or pollution, directly notify the responsible person(s) and
other users.
Do not try to repair or clean unknown equipment yourself !!

STARTING MATERIAL
Use process wafers, with the following specifications:

Wafer specifications:

type:
orientation:
resistivity:
thickness:
diameter:

p-type, boron
1-0-0, 0 deg off orientation
2-5 cm
525 ± 15 µm
100.0 ± 0.2 mm

If the wafers are taken out of an unopened wafer box, no cleaning will be necessary.
Wafers taken from an already opened box must be cleaned following the standard procedure.
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ZERO LAYER FOR ALL WAFERS
65.

COATING AND BAKING
Use: EVG120
Resist thickness: 1.4 µm at 48% RV
Recipe: Co-SPR 3012-1400-zerolayer

66.

ALIGNMENT AND EXPOSURE
Use: ASM PAS 5000/50 automatic wafer stepper.
Follow the operating instructions from the manual when using this machine.
Masks: FWAM
Job: litho/fwam
Energy: 120 eV

67.

DEVELOPMENT
Develop 1.4 µm photoresist
Recipe: Dev-Single Puddle

68.

INSPECTION: LINEWIDTH AND OVERLAY
Visually inspect the wafers through Axiotron microscope, and check line width and overlay.

69.

NUMBERING
Label the process wafers with W 1-20
Label the test wafers with T 1-

70.

PLASMA WINDOW ETCHING
Use: Omega Plasma Etcher
Recipe: urk_npd
o
Temperature: 20 C

71.

CLEANING PROCEDURE
Plasma strip
Use the Tepla plasma system (Program 1) for resist stripping or wafer cleaning:
Cleaning Use wet bench "HNO3 (100%)" and the carrier with the red dot.
10 minutes in fuming nitric acid (Merck: HNO3 (100%), selectipur; ambient temperature).
QDR

Rinse in the Quick Dump Rinser with the standard program until the resistivity is 5 M

Cleaning 10 minutes in concentrated nitric acid (Merck: HNO3 (65%), selectipur; temp. 110 °C).
QDR
Drying

Rinse in the Quick Dump Rinser with the standard program until the resistivity is 5 M.
Use the Semitool "Rinser/dryer" with the standard program. Always use the special

Sacrificial layer manufacturing
72.

COATING: PPC COATING

Location: Cleanroom 100
Equipmentname: LanzManual Spinner
PPC Program #9
5.
6.
7.
8.
73.

15sec @ 700 rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
Dry spin 45 sec @ 1000rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
Dry spin 10 sec @ 2000rpm (accel 2000 rpm)
Softbake: 5 min @ 100 ºC

PPC solvent evaporating
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orange carrier.

5.
6.

Heraus oven. vacuum atmosphere.
2h at 180 ºC.

Kapton film stiching and thinning
74.

Kapton® film stiching

Location: Cleanroom 100
Equipmentname: AML bonder
1.
2.
3.
75.

Bonding time 10 min
Bonding force 500 N
Temperature: 70 ºC.

Kapton® thinning

Location class100
5.
6.
7.

Omega. Recipe: Polyimide_HP
Temperature: 20 ºC.

Time: 6 min

Al Hard mask fabrication
76.

Al deposition
Machine: Tool CHA Solution Std in Clean Room 10000
6. Back side dummy wafer to prevent contamination of the wafer back.
7. Depositing 500 nm of aluminum.

77.

Photoresist Coating

Location class100
7. 1.4um SPR3012
8. Manual wafer coater and hotplate
9. Program #1
1. 10sec @ 700rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
2. 30sec@ 3510rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
3. Softbake: 300sec @ 70 ºC
The back side of the wafer needs to be cleaned to make sure no PI particles exist
78.

79.

80.

A&E Al mask
7.
8.
9.

Preset 1, mask PI_L
Elvis contact aligner. Mode: hard contact.
Exposure time 20 sec.

6.
7.
8.

Manual development
Use AZ400K developer
Developing time: 1 min

1.
2.

Omega. Recipe: 500n_Al-25
Temperature: 25C

Development

Etch Al

Kapton® film patterning
81.

Kapton® patterning

Location class100
1.
2.

Omega. Recipe: Polyimide_HP
Temperature: 20 ºC.
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3.
82.

Time: 3 min

Hard mask stripping

Location class100
1.
2.

Omega. Recipe: 500n_Al-25
Temperature: 25C

Aluminum interconnect fabrication
83.

Al deposition
Machine: Tool CHA Solution Std in Clean Room 10000
8. Back side dummy wafer to prevent contamination of the wafer back.
9. Depositing 2 um of aluminum.

84.

Photoresist Coating

Location class100
1. 2 um SPR3027
2. Manual wafer coater and hotplate
3. Program #1
1. 10sec @ 700rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
2. 30sec@ 5000rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
3. Softbake: 300sec @ 70 ºC
The back side of the wafer needs to be cleaned to make sure no PI particles exist
85.

A&E Al mask
1.
2.
3.

86.

Preset 1, mask Al_U
Elvis contact aligner. Mode: hard contact.
Exposure time 20 sec.

Development
9. Manual development
10. Use AZ400K developer
11. Developing time: 1 min

87.

88.

Etch Al
3.
4.

Omega. Recipe: 2um_Al-25
Temperature: 25C

4.
5.
6.

Full wafer exposure with Elvis contact aligner
Ethanol resist stripping, 2 min
Water rinsing

Resist striping

PI_S layer fabrication
89.

COATING: POLYIMIDE COATING

Location: Cleanroom 100
Equipmentname: LanzManual Spinner
PI 112A Program #12
1. 15sec @ 350rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
2. Dry spin 45sec @ 2000rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
3. Dry spin 2sec @ 4000rpm (accel 2000 rpm)
4. Softbake: 3 min @ 135 ºC
90.

Photoresist Coating
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Location class100
4. 1.4um SPR3012
5. Manual wafer coater and hotplate
6. Program #1
1. 10sec @ 700rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
2. 30sec@ 3510rpm (accel 1000 rpm)
3. Softbake: 300sec @ 70 ºC
The back side of the wafer needs to be cleaned to make sure no PI particles exist
91.

PI Patterning

Location class100
10. PI_S mask designed for this project
11. Elvis contact aligner. Mode: hard contact.
12. Exposure time 10 sec. or longer
92.

Development PI 112A.

Location: SAL lab

93.

94.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Use only yellow light
1.5% TMAOH
Make solution
Development time ~ 1 min 20 s
Spin dry SPIN 150 dryer (single wafer dryer).

4.
5.
6.

Full wafer exposure with Elvis contact aligner
Ethanol resist stripping, 2 min
Water rinsing

Resist striping

Low temperature polyimide curing

3.
4.
5.

Use Kapton® tape to fix the edge of the Kapton® film to the substrate
Heraus oven. 200 mbar N2 atmosphere.
18h at 150 ºC. Overnight curing.

Device wafer fabrication
95.

Al/Si sputtering
Machine: Trikon Sigma Sputter Tool
3. Sigma. Recipe: 4µm Al/Si @350C (Target cleaning @350 C)
4. Perform target cleaning separately to avoid long cool down time

96.

Coating Photoresist
7. EVG wafertrack.
8. Job Co-SPR3027-4um

97.

A&E Al mask

98.

99.

4.
5.
6.

Preset 1, ,mask: Al_D
Elvis contact aligner. Mode: hard contact.
Exposure time 60 sec.

3.
4.

EVG120 wafer track.
Job: Double_Puddle.

3.
4.

Omega. Recipe: 4um_Al-350
Temperature: 25C

Development

Etch Al/Si
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100.

Resist stripping
3.
4.

Tepla Plasma resist stripping, 15 min
Standard HNO3 cleaning procedure

Interconnect transferring
101.

Alignment bonding

3.
4.
5.
102.

Sacrificial layer removal

2.

103.

Remove the Kapton® tape.
With AML wafer bonder, two wafers aligned and bonded
2h at 180 ºC. 8000 N bonding force

Hot plate 250 ºC 2 hours

Device wafer after etching

1.
2.
3.
4.

Alcatel GIR300 F/Cl etcher, MEMS lab
Recipe: SF2:O2=10:85
Temperature 50 ºC, pressure 50 mtorr
Etching time: 35 min
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